Your family. Your legacy.

Building wealth today and sustaining it for future generations can be challenging. Effective investment management must be integrated with strategic tax and estate planning, philanthropy and family culture.

At City National, we’ll help you master the complexity of wealth management so you can more fully enjoy your version of the good life. We’re with you every step of the way as you grow your wealth, enjoy it with your family and build a lasting legacy.

Experience the City National Difference℠
Call us today at (866) 618-5242.
CALENDAR
Docent presentations take place after matinees and at 7pm before each Tuesday and Thursday performance.

NOVEMBER
12 Page to Stage talk with Mary Zimmerman, 7pm
16 Opening-night dinner, The White Snake, Hotel Shattuck Plaza, 6pm ●
16 Opening night, The White Snake, 8pm

DECEMBER
8 Selected Shorts, 2pm & 8pm
9 Sneak Peek: Clowning, 1pm ■
9 Selected Shorts, 2pm & 7pm
28 Final performance, The White Snake, 7pm

JANUARY
6 First performance, Troublemaker, 8pm
6 School of Theatre Sunday Sampler, 1pm ■
6 Sneak Peek: Troublemaker, 1pm ■
7 Winter classes start ■
9 Opening-night dinner, Troublemaker, 6pm ●
9 Opening night, Troublemaker, 8pm
11 Teen Night, Troublemaker, 6pm ■
26 Teen Night, The Wild Bride, 6pm ■
27 Opening-night dinner, The Wild Bride, 5pm ●
28 Opening night, The Wild Bride, 7pm
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Take the Theatre home with you

The Hoag Theatre Store is better than ever, featuring our new tablet holder and exclusive items from our staff artisans. Wonderful gifts for you and the theatre-lovers in your life!

Berkeley Rep
Do you remember how old you were when you first contemplated the stars? When you first looked up and tried to grasp the concept of the “the infinite”? When your breath was taken away by the majesty of the universe and how you felt both enthralled by your own existence and diminished by how small you were? It was a feeling of wonder and fear, of being in love with the world and overwhelmed by its power. I think I was around 10 years old when I had my first such experience, but the memory of that specific moment has been obscured by time. And yet I’ve always been able to recreate the sensation, because I feel it when I watch a certain kind of play.

During the next several months, we will be presenting The White Snake and The Wild Bride, two plays adapted from fairy tales. Both productions are examples of what I call the Theatre of Infinite Wonder and Desire. Both ask that we watch a series of strange events with the simplicity of a child, that we remain open to the unknown, that we let ourselves be transported to a land where nothing is ever fully explained. This kind of theatre insists that all of life is a terrifying miracle, that human knowledge is always severely compromised, and that suffering is the only gateway to redemption and grace.

The stories themselves are not very complicated. But while the plots are not hard to follow, they are fantastical, full of astonishing transformations and surreal landscapes. And so it falls on the artist to reimagine those events, using imagery and action to invent a unique brand of elemental theatrical magic. Both The White Snake and The Wild Bride do precisely that: they invent their own theatrical language. We become rapt, cheered, and inspired by the sheer creativity on display. And when it works, it feels like that first moment we encountered the wonder of life itself.

The White Snake marks the seventh time we have presented a play by Mary Zimmerman. She is easily our most frequent guest director, and I am happy and proud to say that she considers Berkeley Rep a second home. Our time with Emma Rice has only just begun, but I have great hopes that she and her company Kneehigh Theatre will form a long-lasting relationship with us that will reap many artistic rewards. Both directors are fearless in their pursuit of beauty and their belief in the primacy of the actors. Both know when to let the power of the story reveal itself and how to amplify its mysteries. And both invite us to have a seat around the ancient campfire, to let our adult predispositions melt away, and to simply listen like a child to what the storyteller has to say.

Sincerely,

Tony Taccone

In October, Tony Taccone received the Margo Jones Award, named after the influential director and producer credited with creating the regional theatre movement. “All the sparkling, descriptive words and phrases we use to define the legacy of Margo Jones — impact, understanding, affirmation, encouragement, commitment to the craft of playwriting, encouragement of new writers — are woven into Tony’s inspiring and creative work at Berkeley Rep,” said Deborah Robison, a member of the awards committee. Congratulations, Tony!
Greetings and good wishes for a joy-filled holiday season. What a pleasure it is to spend the holidays in the company of Mary Zimmerman and her remarkable team of designers and actors. This is not the first time a piece created by Mary has captured our imaginations during the crazy, hectic months of November and December. Remember The Arabian Nights? Argonautika? Metamorphoses? Journey to the West? Maybe it is the way she sees beauty in every human emotion, or the fanciful quality she brings to her stories, or the exquisite moments of emotional clarity. Perhaps it is the way she so comfortably allows us to embrace stories from other parts of the world. Whatever it is, Mary’s plays so often seem like the perfect gift that Berkeley Rep can give our audience for the holidays.

Yes, it is that time of year when gift-giving is on our minds. If you’re like me, you look at that vast pile of solicitations on your desk (and an equally dense set logged in your iPad) waiting for you to sit down and prioritize the nonprofit organizations you value. Every year the pile gets higher and the need gets more urgent.

We here at Berkeley Rep are honored by the thousands of families that make us part of their year-end gift-giving tradition. Whether we receive gifts of $5 or $5,000, we are so grateful to all of you who recognize that the work we do is not self-sustaining, that ticket revenue covers less than half of our operating budget. Oh, if only we could perform each night for an audience of two or three thousand people. We’d be able to cover the full cost of the production. But we’d lose the intimate, immediate experience that is at the heart of what people so value at Berkeley Rep. Or our ticket prices for every production would be more like those on Broadway, where a bargain-price ticket is $100 (and then most of our audience could not afford to attend). Our commissions and development of new work, our thousands of hours of inexpensive and free work in area schools, the thousands of tickets that we contribute to other nonprofit organizations are all contingent upon the donations that supplement our ticket revenue. Without those donations, all of those programs would evaporate.

So as you contemplate your holiday gift list, I hope you will think about the pleasure you’ve enjoyed here at Berkeley Rep. I hope you’ll help us to continue doing our good work by making a tax-deductible contribution by December 31.

Warm regards,

Susie Medak

In October, Susan Medak was awarded the 2013 Benjamin Ide Wheeler Medal by the Berkeley Community Fund. Established in 1929, the Wheeler Medal honors a person who has made significant, long-term contributions to the greater Berkeley community. “Ms. Medak’s contributions extend well beyond the theatre,” says BCF President Jessica Pers. “She was instrumental in revitalizing downtown Berkeley into a vibrant arts district with live theatre, music, and arts education.” Congratulations, Susie!
We’re big on Berkeley

Making a difference with $3 million in 3 years

Wells Fargo has achieved a lot of growth since we first came to Berkeley in 1875, and one of the best things about our size today is what it allows us to give back. We’ve given $3 million to Berkeley community groups over the past 3 years, and our Alameda County team members recorded 9,384 volunteer hours in 2011 alone. We’re proud to support our community.

wellsfargo.com

© 2012 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. All rights reserved.
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Commissioned to make Trouble

BY NORA SØRENA CASEY AND JULIE MCCORMICK

Dan Lefranc’s Troublemaker, or The Freakin Kick-A Adventures of Bradley Boatright began as a Berkeley Rep commission and will arrive on our stage in January. The commissioning program is a vital means for us to support the artists we love, stay in intimate contact with the new-play scene, and bring fresh work to Berkeley audiences. Choosing artists to commission and supporting them throughout the creative process requires considerable flexibility and intuition, as well as financial, artistic, and emotional backup.

When Madeleine Oldham, resident dramaturg and director of The Ground Floor, first began discussions with Dan four years ago about commissioning him to write a play, it was with an eye toward supporting Dan in his writing process and helping him create an exciting and dynamic new script.

“There was a lot of back and forth with Madeleine,” Dan recalls. “The process has been very long, and I imagine other theatres might get frustrated with that, but Madeleine was like, ‘It’s fine.’ She was there for every step of the play.”

It can be exhausting to even contemplate the work that goes into writing a play, not to mention actually doing it. “Commissions are really hard. Being in touch with someone is helpful,” Dan says. “I feel like Madeleine was gently shepherding the play towards something that might speak to audiences here. She was really in tune with what was powerful and interesting about the project.”

Once the play is further along in its development, a workshop may bring in designers, and the time might be used to answer specific questions, or experiment with how the play lives in space. In the past, Berkeley Rep’s workshops have often happened offsite, usually...
in New York, because limited resources dictated that it was more effective to send Berkeley Rep's literary staff to the playwright, rather than bring a writer and his or her group of actors to us. This meant that only a handful of people ever got to see a Berkeley Rep commission in progress. This year, however, that changed. With the inaugural summer residency lab at The Ground Floor, artists who in the past were accessed through emails, phone calls, and occasional trips to meet in person became the people sitting down next to us at dinner and starting each day sharing new thoughts, ideas, and innumerable pots of coffee.

“Getting to know the staff was amazing—I feel I was able to really become part of the landscape,” Dan says, reflecting on the three weeks he spent at The Ground Floor. “I could just run into Tony Taccone in my dumpy clothes getting coffee and we could chat.”

“The Ground Floor feels really unique; development sojourns usually feel contained and intensive, but the onsite communication with other artists was rejuvenating,” says Lila Neugebauer, the director of Troublemaker. “There was a real sense of hospitality in the deepest sense of the word. To be taken care of in that way was rare and truly amazing.”

As with the commission process, the summer residency lab is geared towards serving artists, not presenting public readings, though readings did result. This allowed the participants to take their time in exploring the questions of each piece. For example, Dan spent the first of his three weeks here writing alone, and used the rest of the time to work on the material with Lila and the actors. Because no final reading was required, the summer lab allowed the Troublemaker team to explore the text as a work-in-progress and build the artistic foundations for the upcoming production.

“Dan and I have never worked together, and we got to be in a rehearsal room together,” says Lila. “We got a glimpse into what a shared rehearsal process would look like.”

The play’s long journey continues. As this article is being written, the Troublemaker artistic team and Berkeley Rep casting staff are holding auditions. Dan is working on further defining characters and finalizing the shape of the plot. The rest of the staff will begin busily preparing advertisements, building the set and costumes, designing the artwork, and creating program copy, all of which will be informed by years of dialogue and collaboration. And when Troublemaker does come to our stage in January, we get to add the final, key ingredient to any play—an audience.
The art of (re-)telling stories

Summer Intensives empower kids to rebuild classic stories

By Cassie Newman

The different ways stories are told and interpreted not only keep them alive but also engage new audiences. That’s where the artists come in: to reimagine, reconstruct, reawaken stories in unique ways. Berkeley Rep’s School of Theatre is fostering the next generation of those artists, giving students opportunities to explore stories both old and new.

For the past two years, the School’s Summer Intensive has been devoted to reimagining myths and fairy tales. Working alongside Bay Area playwrights and local teaching artists who serve as directors, students break into groups to create and perform original plays based on classic stories. It’s a four-week crash course in devised work: collaborating to rebuild a story through exploration and experimentation.

The Summer Intensive’s playwrights and teachers select a classical piece of literature, read it with the students, and lead them through discussions about the story’s themes and issues. Students become exposed to cultures they may be unfamiliar with, to beliefs different from their own, and to styles of language they don’t use in their daily lives.

Making the tale of Persephone resonate with a 15 year old who grew up in Berkeley might seem like an impossible task. But it turns out that these classic stories — with such daunting emotional and dramatic arcs — are all rooted in simple universal lessons. By breaking things down in their own words, the students begin to connect to stories that suddenly seem relevant to their own lives.

Within the first week of the Intensive, the new play’s structure starts to take shape based on the dynamics of each group and the relationship that develops between the students, the playwright, and the teacher. In the second week, they explore the direction the play will take.

In the case of one group working with the story of Medusa, it became clear almost immediately that the students were all musically inclined. A composer was added to the mix to write original songs, and the play became a rock musical. Another playwright was specifically interested in exploring the personal internal struggles and emotions the students were facing, and so the group’s retelling of Cinderella took on a less narrative style, instead drawing out the themes within the story and structuring the play around them.

One of the greatest benefits of developing work in this way is the opportunity to utilize the individual talents and interests of the performers. Instead of trying to fit an actor (or student) into a role, roles are created around the individuals. This not only highlights different strengths and unique skills, but also serves to challenge students in a more specific way based on their personalities and levels of experience.

Once the playwright has created a clear draft of the play, the students spend the third week getting it up on its feet, continuing to make adjustments as new discoveries are made. Along the way, the students design their own props and costumes from scratch, bolstering the overall creative process and giving them full ownership of how their original play will look in performance. The group has one final week to fine-tune their work before performing it for their families and peers on the final day of the Intensive.

As one student attests, “When we share our work with other students, it’s really cool. The ability to create a family with our group is really a beautiful thing.”

The final performance is a display and celebration not only of the students’ newly honed skills as performers but also of their individual imaginations and collaborative efforts. The students have told their own stories through the guise of a tale much larger and older than they are. And they’ve learned something new about themselves through the lens of that tale.
Learning on—and off—the job

How Berkeley Rep's Professional Development Fund puts better art onstage

BY JACOB MARX RICE

AT BERKELEY REP, THE SCENE SHOP AND RUN CREW have made coffins rise out of the floor, flown windows across the stage, and knocked down walls to reveal poppy fields. But when the Theatre decided to present David Henry Hwang's Chinglish, they came across a new challenge.

The set, which came from the Broadway production and was designed by David Korins, featured two massive turntables, sliding walls, and three chairs that glide. All of it was automated. While the shop and crew had used the software before, they never had to run so many systems at one time.

"To say that there were a lot of moving parts would be an understatement," says E.T. Hazzard, one of the carpenters on the project. The trick was getting everything coordinated seamlessly.

"It was a lot to figure out in a short period of time with a lot of people watching us," notes Colin Babcock, the assistant technical director. "What we really needed was a face-to-face tutorial with the person who created the technology." The solution? Berkeley Rep's Professional Development Fund.

Marge Randolph, president of Berkeley Rep's board, created the fund last year based on a simple philosophy: "Everybody wants to be better. Everybody wants to learn something.” The fund makes that possible, providing the means to “support the learning endeavors of current staff members.”

Berkeley Rep’s staff has eagerly taken advantage of this opportunity. The costume shop staff took a workshop in fabric origami. Some of the box office staff took a bafflingly technical course in Quantitative Analysis: Data Mining Using SQL. Others have used the fund to expand their horizons, taking classes in subjects they can’t explore in their job. Emiel Koehler and Lauren Shorofsky, the dynamic duo who run
the Theatre’s facilities, took a stone-carving class together. Lauren says of the class, “It really helped me become less stressed at work.”

Marge, who became president after serving on Berkeley Rep’s board for more than 20 years, recognized that “if staff members feel better about their jobs, they’re going to work even harder to put better art on the stage. They’re going to continue to uphold the sense of wonderment and the standard of excellence that this theatre practices.”

Colin, who has taken several classes through the fund, agreed. “A program like this is a huge draw for people to do the best they can for the company that’s giving back to them.”

Recognizing the importance of professional development, however, is easier than funding it. “We all know that nonprofits aren’t the richest kids on the block,” Marge explains, “and professional development often falls victim to tight budgets.”

Thanks to Marge’s donation, the scene shop was able to fly out the inventor of Chinglish’s automation technology from Rhode Island for a seminar. This ensured that the staff was ready for even the most complex challenges the set presented. “He was able to make things so much clearer,” says Colin.

Their work was so seamless, in fact, that they even disproved the old adage that “no one ever leaves the theatre humming the scenery.” The San Jose Mercury News called the set “mind-bending” and the San Francisco Chronicle hailed the “swift-sliding, slyly distinct sets and cinematic transitions.”

Even more importantly, the lessons the staff learned will continue to benefit Berkeley Rep and its audiences. As E.T. put it, “We just threw a Broadway show into the Roda Theatre. Any set you want, we can handle it.”
JOIN US FOR WORLD PREMIERES, REIMAGINED CLASSICS, AND THRILLING THEATRICAL EVENTS!

**NOV 30–DEC 24**
The Holiday Classic

**A CHRISTMAS CAROL**
By Charles Dickens
Adapted by Carey Perloff and Paul Walsh
Directed by Domenique Lozano
Check your “humbugs” at the door with this SPARKLING, MUSIC-FILLED PRODUCTION

**JAN 17–FEB 10**
West Coast Premiere

**4000 MILES**
By Amy Herzog
Directed by Mark Rucker
A young man arrives on his grandmother’s doorstep in this ACCLAIMED COMIC DRAMA about growing up, growing old—and discovering the moments in between

**FEB 28–MAR 24**
World Premiere Comedy

**Dead Metaphor**
By George F. Walker
Directed by Irene Lewis
A sniper returns from the Middle East to find work in this AUDACIOUS AND HILARIOUS DARK COMEDY

**APR 4–28**
World Premiere Music Theater Event

**STUCK ELEVATOR**
Music by Byron Au Yong
Libretto by Aaron Jafferis
Directed by Chay Yew
A VISIONARY MUSICAL WORK inspired by the true story of a Chinese immigrant trapped in a Bronx elevator for 81 hours

**MAY 3–JUN 9**
National Theater of Scotland’s

**BLACK WATCH**
By Gregory Burke
Directed by John Tiffany
Performing in the Drill Court at SF’s Armory
THE INTERNATIONALLY ACCLAIMED HIT—named “#1 Theatrical Event of the Year” by the New York Times

**MAY 16–JUN 9**
Stoppard’s Masterwork

**ARCADIA**
By Tom Stoppard
Directed by Carey Perloff
STOPPARD’S MOST RAVISHING PLAY—a lush romance that spans centuries

PACKAGES START AT $20 PER PLAY!

ACT-SF.ORG/JOIN | 415.749.2250
A salute to our ushers

BY ASHLEY DAWN

BERKELEY REP RELIES ON MORE than 1,000 volunteers to welcome you to the Theatre. We spoke with a few of the 121 ushers who have donned their black-and-white outfits for more than 20 years. It doesn’t take long to see the connection between them: they’re all well-educated, well-traveled, and active community members. After reading about their experiences, we wouldn’t be surprised if you wanted to take a turn at ushering. (Find out how at the end of the article. By the way, ushers get to see the shows for free.)

Andree Thompson is an amazing 75-year-old woman. A sculptor, teacher, and activist, she is passionate about teaching inner-city youth and community-college students how to have “creative attention and skills to address urgent environmental issues.”

Andree found out about ushering at Berkeley Rep through a friend. It was the 1970s and she was a single mother on a tight budget. She’s ushered nearly every show since then, sometimes alongside friends and even significant others. So, what drew this sculptor to theatre?

“It’s art!” she exclaims. “It allows you the opportunity to explore and give voice to unconscious material in yourself. To learn different cultures and different levels of your psyche. We are always looking for different levels of our own history. Theatre has many layers of meaning, mythology, and beauty.”

Andree ushers with her friend, Catherine Hiersoux, a local gallery owner. They often run into people they both know, so they enjoy working the door—a coveted spot. “Everyone wants to work the door, so you have to get there early,” she notes. She also enjoys the company of other ushers she has met, who are “fascinating, interesting, alive — staying alive doing what we do.”

Lori Miller loves “amazing, incredible, topical theatre” and has been ushering since 1985 when she attended UC Berkeley. Like most ushers, she got into the game because her friends were doing it—and at the time, quality theatre was out of her price range. Skip forward a couple of decades, and today Lori still signs up to usher for every show of our season, and sometimes more than once. “I saw The Arabian Nights three times,” she says. The Wild Bride was another of her favorites because “it’s amazing to see what Kneehigh can do with a small company.”

As for this season, Lori’s most looking forward to Fallaci, a play about the famed Italian journalist who grilled Kissinger, Castro, Khomeini, Qadaffi, and other public figures. She’s also happy to be back greeting and helping our patrons. And with all the quality theatre in the Bay Area, why does she usher at Berkeley Rep? Simple: “It’s an amazing local theatre that has great plays every year, every season — an incredible body of work.”

When Sheila Baltimore was a young girl, her best friend’s father played alongside Ethel Merman in Annie Get Your Gun. The girls helped him learn his lines.

Want to usher?
Terrific! To find out more, visit berkeleyrep.org/ushers.
and became friends of “Auntie Ethel,” who saved them fourth-row-center seats to the show. This started her “big love of theatre,” and she has been hooked ever since.

Sheila came to Berkeley in the 1970s to visit friends, ended up moving here, and started ushering at the Theatre. She’ll swear that she’s seen each play four times — and she always enjoys discussing the show with people afterwards. She says, “Talking about shows is my main interest in life, and I love showing people to their seats.”

Bonnie McPherson Killip has been ushering since Berkeley Rep first moved to Addison Street in 1980 — much of that time with her husband, who passed away in 1989. Today she still ushers with a couple of friends. Clearly she hasn’t slowed down: “I have also been a peace activist since my grad-school days when I was a summer-school resident at International House in 1949.” She also enjoys supporting local theatre and loves the Downtown Arts District.

Bonnie’s favorite shows at Berkeley Rep include The Arabian Nights, Let Me Down Easy, The Agony & the Ecstasy of Steve Jobs (“Mike Daisey got a bad rep, but did a great job”), and though she wasn’t expecting to, she also enjoyed In the Next Room (or the vibrator play). In fact, she is so fond of the Theatre that she became a donor and a member of Berkeley Rep’s Michael Leibert Society.

Why Berkeley Rep? “I like Tony Taccone,” Bonnie says. “He’s able to create a diverse audience and choose shows that please the university students as well as the older donors” (which she admits to being). “Berkeley Rep does all types of plays, tries everything, and is very innovative.” So on your way out of the Theatre, give a little wave to our ushers near the doors. We couldn’t do what we do without them!”

We’d like extend a huge thank you to the following volunteer ushers who have committed countless hours to Berkeley Rep for 10 years or more.

| Jenny Abbott · Fran Ahemingher · Andrea Aerts · Mark Alkin · Kris Albert · Janet Alpert · Michael Alvarez · Jean Amos · Sharon Anderson · Joni Anderson · Joyce Appelbaum · Ann Arndt · Cynthia Ashley · Sylvia Augustinick · Nancy Auker · Marilyn Ausubel · Katherine Bader · Stephanie Bailey · Pat Baker · Kaya Balke · Veronica Balseino · Sheila Baltimore · Marguerite Barton · Karen Baskin · Daria Bauer · Lee Baxter · Monica Beary · Ariella Ben-David · Jodie Berger · Virginia Bergstrom · Barbara Berman · Louise Berman · Constance Bernstein · Susan Billau · Jake Bimborg · Jo Ann Bishop · Nancy Blackstock · Kathryn Blake · Betty Bleicher · Zoey Bloom · Steven Brett · Pamela Brett · Mary Ann Brewin · Karen Broder · Roslyn Bullas · Laura Bushman · Tony Bushman · Roanne Butser · Constance Callahan · Karen Carlson · Roberta Caradonna · Ginger Casey · Angela Chan · Armando Cheneyk · Elaine Chernoff · Robert Chuck · Karen Clinan · Bessie Crittin · Trena Cleland · Rose Cohan · George Cohen · Claire Colburn · Colliner · Michelle Coleman · Colliner · Jenny Collins · Rissa Coplan · Frank Cosentino · Martha Cosphans · Judy Coyote · Kim Crichton · Victoria Cruz · Lawrence Currie · Linda Dackman · Lyn Dailey · Sonja Dale · Mildred Dandridge · Helen Davaran · Marion Decoudreaux · Nancy Delany · Lea Delson · Jon Demeter · Mary Dermody · Zygmunt Deaschman · H. Stanley Dewey · Linda Diamond · Sharon Dickson · Connie Diemissen · Robert Dixon · Irene Dogmatic · Alison Doherty · Elaine Dove · Susan Driscoll · Iris Droitman · Marisa DuBois · Anna Duhan · Gary Duberg · Christopher Dunkin · Choose Durham · Sylvienne Durley · Karen Elbad · Judith Edmonds · Susie Ellorn · Patricia Elmore · Jacque Ensign · James Esser - Joy Esser · Selene Fabiano · Patricia Faria · Robin Farrow · Margaret Faucher · Ann Feehan · Herman Fejeran · Jill Fejeran · Gail Feldman · Bob Fernikes · Sue Fernstrom · Gregory Filiski · Stu Fine · Amy Finkel · Robert Finkel · Laura Finkler · Karen Fong · David Fortmeier · Patricia Fortmeier · Susan Frankel · Dorothy Frantz · Mary Frey · Laura Fuji · Nellie Fung · Elizabeth Gabel · William Galgano · Nisha Gandhi · Heath Garfield · Angie Garling · Karen Garrison · Schelley Gartner · Patricia George · Theresa Geritz · Donna Gianoulis · Barbara Gibson · Janet Gibson · Elena Giwental · Donald Gleason · Doris Gluckman · Virginia Goedeker · Debra Gollender · Bernice Goldmark · Barbara Goodman · Joe Gordon · Barbara Graves · Judith Green · Mei Griebenow · Mary Lou Griffith · Laurie Grossman · Mike Grunwald · Amalia Guerrero · Shirley Guggenheim · Felicia Gustin · Barbara Haber · Ann Hallatt · Karen Halvorsen · Susan Hamamoto · Scott Hammond · Carol Handelmann · Lucille Harmann · Irene Harrison · Linda Harrou · Frances Hartweg · Paul Hathaway · Rose Hauer · Doris Hawes · Rita Hayden · Francesca Healy · Eva Hecht-Poinar · Joan A. Hedges · Hal Heller · Nathaniel Hellingrath · Ina Henderson · Katherine Hiersoux · Lori Hines · Yvette Hochberg · Stephanie Hochman · Yvette Hoffer · Sally Holmam · Stacy Horn · Joany Hude · Cindy Hunt · Chris Huppert · Maura Hurley · Judith Jaslow · Catherine Jen · Anna Johnson · Bill Johnson · Gloria Jones · Anita Joplin · Constance Jubb · Ellen Kadner · Madison Keene · Ann Katz · Peri · Karen Kaufman · Megan Keelagh · Culum Keelagh · Meng & Chris Keller · Peggy Kenny · Bonnie McPherson Killip · Amy Kisslinger · Anita Kittes · Jasmine Kittes · Lisa Klein · Susan Kleinstein · Laura Knowles · Carolyn Kolka · John Kraft · William Krauter · Pam Krawiec · Nancy Kreinberg · Adeline Kroll · Sherri & Nathaniel Krynski · Joy Lancaster · Louise Lang · Michael & Marilyn Langner · Selma Larson · Thomas Lauderbach · Seth Lawrence · Emma Leary · Georgia Lee · Doreen Leipzig · Robin Leong · Naomi Lidicker · Marcelo Lippman · Frank & Kitty Locke · Gene London · Dorothy Lubinber · Barbara Luck · Thomas Lunderbach · Joan Lundstrom · Kayt Macdonald · Claire Magowan · Sharmila Majumdar · Moshe Maler · Theresa Maki · Terry Mandel · Melvin Mann · Esther Mann · Frances Marcus · Norma Mark · Jean Marksen · David Martin · Elizabeth Martin · Betty Martinez · Steve Masover · Signe Mattson · Kirk McCarthy · Robert McEntire · Ellen McGarvey · Michael McGee · Mary McGowan · Mike McKay · Pat McKeeley · Ben Meek · Alice Meyer · Alan Meisel · Rosalind Meisel · Virginia Mellen · Herb Meltzer · Julie Menack · Robert Meola · Alice Merer · Elaine Miller · Lori Miller · Julie Miller · Robert Miller · Paul Minsky · Claire Mollica · Deborah Moniot · Judith Montell · Allen Mooney · Sheila Moore · Irene Moran · Amelia Morgan · Caleen Moriarty · Velma L. Morris · Steve Mosover · Carol Murayama · Leona Narita · Judie Nelson · Paula Nichols · Frank Niess · Gale Niess · Jumbo Norrenra · Ann Ocheltree · Jean Oller · Carolyn Oller · Rebecca Osborn-Coolidge · Gale Ow · Sylvia Pascal · Richard Paumen · Jules Pelican · Barbara Perez · Pamela Perlis · Hannah Perrin · Randy Perrin · Christine Peterson · Margaret Phillips · Carolyn Phillips · Cynthia Phillips · Richard Romick · Eve Rose · Larry Platt · Rahul Prasad · John Prizznick · Jan Proudfout · Frances Rachel · Zarin Randiera · Judy Rattner · Margarite Reynolds · Mary Reynolds · Marcia Ribner · Suzanne Riess · Younne Robbins · Cheryl Robertson · Barnetta Robinson · Bonnie Robinson · Bill Robinson · William Rodarmor · Cindy Romick · Ann Rosenberg · Ilan Roth · Sylvia Rubin · Martin Rybins · Esther Sabin · Andrew Safar · Andrea Safir · Margaret Sawyer · Mark Schaeffer · Gillian Scharff · Barbara Scheiffer · Sylvia Scherzer · Jo Ann Schneider · Mary Lou Schram · Kathleen Schultz · Lynn Scott · Steve Seal · Jon Sells · Bernice Shapiro · Debbie Slissing · Marc Siegler · Tim Sim · Evana Silver · C.E. Small · Gerald Smilovitz · Rodney Smith · Maureen Smith · Dick Smithfelsen · Fran Snyder · Sage Spatz · Roberta Spierkerman · Helen Springer · John Stark · Stefan · Jack Stein · Karen Sternstein · Vicki Stipovich · Alan Stirling · Merna Strasser · Fred Strauss · Karen Streets · Sarah Strong · Laura Suen · Rita Sullivan · Joan Sussman · Prescott Tablos · Susan Tait · Carol Talalafro · Karen Tanner · Orville & Rochelle Teising · Marilyn Teplow · Andree Thompson · Maryann Thomas · Dillon · Matthew Sun · Juan Sulu · Anne Sussman · Presco Tablos · Susan Weis · Norma Welch · Edward White · Toby M. Wiebe · Richard Wiersba · Robert Wilkinson · Leona Wilson · Bu Wirth · Ron Witelman · Renata Wolf · Martha Wolf · Dorothy Wonder · Carol Wong · Tomie Tomkin · Lois Tucker · Janis Turner · Tony Tuttle · Linda Valle · Brad Van Every · Barbara Vander Borght · Georgia Vaughan · Johanna Vondeling · Alexandra Vondeling · Dyana Vukovich · Ann Walker · Linda Walls · Bill Walzer · Dorothy Wander · Dennis & Maria Watt · Pam Web · Judith Wehlau · Shari Weis · Norma Welch · Edward Whitman · Tabitha Wier · Richard Wiersba · Robert Wilkinson · Leona Wilson · Bu Wirth · Ron Witelman · Renata Wolf · Martha Wolf · Dorothy Wonder · Carol Wong · Tomie Tomkin · Lois Tucker · Janis Turner · Tony Tuttle · Linda Valle · Brad Van Every · Barbara Vander Borght · Georgia Vaughan · Johanna Vondeling · Alexandra Vondeling · Dyana Vukovich · Ann Walker · Linda Walls · Bill Walzer · Dorothy Wander · Dennis & Maria Watt · Pam Web · Judith Wehlau · Shari Weis · Norma Welch · Edward Whitman · Tabitha Wier · Richard
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SLITHERING INTO STORIES

Mythology and snakes
NO CREATURE ELICITS EXTREMES OF FEELING quite like the snake. Throughout human history, snakes have been reviled and revered, but generally do not inspire much in the way of middling response — many people fear them; those who do not tend to love them. It’s a rare person that has no opinion about them at all. These perplexing reptiles touch us at such a deep level that we have featured them repeatedly in our stories, and imbued their presence in our world with extensive and often contradictory symbolism.

In myths from all over the world, snakes represent dual meanings and they often stand for both good and evil. The ancient symbol of the ouroboros — a serpent eating its own tail — dates back to the 14th century BC and signifies both an end and a beginning. (Dictionaries tell us that the words “snake” and “serpent” are interchangeable. In common parlance, however, “serpent” is rarely used to describe a snake in the physical world — it’s usually reserved for mythology and folklore.) In this way, snakes also came to suggest fertility and a cycle of death and rebirth. They also simultaneously embody both male and female qualities: their phallus-like shape and their venom are commonly thought to be masculine, while their skills of coiling and embracing are often associated with the feminine.

J.K. Rowling has clearly done her homework about the rich legacy of snake mythology. She called the house at Hogwarts that serves as ground zero for the dark arts “Slytherin.” When Harry Potter discovers he is a Parselmouth (a person who can speak the snake language, Parseltongue), he is forced to confront the fact that there might be evil as well as good living inside him. This coexistence of dark and light in the form of a snake traces back thousands of years. In the Garden of Eden, the snake symbolizes wisdom and knowledge as well as temptation and downfall.

Greek mythology is full of serpents that offer both negative and positive connotations. They can be found in 3 of Hercules’ 12 labors. Medusa and the Gorgons, who would turn anyone who looked directly at them to stone, had hair made of snakes. A serpent that required no sleep guarded the Golden Fleece. A lesser-known god, Asclepius, lent his name to a universally recognized symbol today: the rod of Asclepius — the symbol of a snake wrapped around a staff used to denote medical care. Asclepius recognized in snakes a healing power that made them immortal; the Greeks sometimes even invited non-venomous snakes to slither under the beds of the sick.

A Norse myth tells of a giant serpent that encircles all of human civilization. (Sea monsters are snakes of the sea that have a mass of stories unto themselves. The same goes for dragons, the snakes of the air.) In India, Vritra the snake was thought to control and bring on droughts. Some Native Americans believe that rattlesnakes must be paid respect, because they can change the weather from fair to foul.

We still find ourselves using stories today to try and explain these strange creatures; myths of a different kind have sprung up in recent years around snakes. They feature in many urban legend, ranging from a love of milk, to a penchant for living in toilets, to an ability to jump two feet. Contrary to popular belief, most snakes cannot spit (only the spitting cobra can), and they do not chase people when angry — they are far more apt to crawl away. Reports of unsuspecting gardeners discovering snakes in their recently purchased potted plants can, however, be true: a prospect which is enough for some people never to visit the nursery again.

From ancient civilizations to the present day, these mysterious creatures have captivated the human imagination. We fear them because we don’t understand them — it’s inconceivable that something moves as quickly as a snake does with no arms or legs. It’s incomprehensible that it swallows food whole, literally sheds its skin, and can kill with the tiniest of punctures or by coiling itself like a spring. Some believe that snakes can charm people, likely due to the fact that they can’t blink and their stares seem to penetrate. Perhaps this fixed gaze has in fact hypnotized us into yielding them such a prominent position in our stories.
AN EVER-CHANGING STORY

BY NORA SØRENA CASEY
A five-story-high pagoda stands on the West Lake of Hangzhou and, according to an ancient Chinese legend, trapped beneath it is a white snake who once took the form of a beautiful woman. The pagoda stood until 1924, but the story never stopped changing. When the tower was first constructed in 975 AD, the white snake was known as a fearful demon. By the time the pagoda was rebuilt in 2002, the legend of the white snake celebrated her valor and love. Over the centuries details were lost, replaced, or embellished, but two iconic elements of the tale endure: the white snake that appears as a woman, and the relationship between this mythic female and a mortal man.

The legend was published for the first time in a folktale anthology from 981 CE, in which a man visiting the city has an amorous encounter with a woman in white. Upon returning home, he becomes ill, and that night his body melts into his sheets. When the man’s family seeks out the woman, they learn that her home has always been uninhabited, except for a white snake that lives in the locust tree. The bizarre and tragic fate of the man, and the alluring but deadly shape-shifting woman, were transcribed from a popular oral story of the T’ang Dynasty (618–907 CE). Part of the bianwen genre, translated as “stories of metamorphosis,” this was one of many tales told in the vernacular that introduced Taoist and Buddhist ideas of unity, opposition, and multiple deities to the larger population.

The influences of religious philosophies helped to focus the details of this hazy legend. In the next major re-telling, the 16th-century “Story of the Three Pagodas on West Lake,” a young man named Xi Xuanzan visits Hangzhou’s West Lake during the Qingming Festival. He accompanies a young girl and an old woman to their house, where a beautiful woman in white invites him to their feast. It quickly becomes apparent that the women fall into the class of she-demons, alongside mythic figures like succubae or sirens, when they slaughter a man and devour his heart and liver. After witnessing this, Xi Xuanzan is intimidated into becoming the woman in white’s new husband, and it is only with the young girl’s magical aid that he escapes the same death. A Taoist priest intervenes to help Xuanzan and to restore the natural order, compelling the women and young girl to reveal their true shapes. The old woman becomes an otter, the young girl transforms into a black hen, and the beautiful woman turns into a white snake.

In spite of their protests (and the young girl’s reminder that she actually helped Xuanzan), the Taoist priest imprisons them all under stone pagodas on the West Lake. The lake remains central to this story as more than just a location — once considered the home of nymphs, lakes became associated with female demons in Buddhist mythology during the medieval period, in opposition to mountains, which were the home of ascetics.

Punloined coins, magical charms, and lost umbrellas are just some of the new elements that develop the legend in Feng Menglong’s work. In portraying her as a sympathetic figure guided by human needs, this novella plants a seed that grows wildly throughout the next century. Madame White becomes female not only in form, but also in a cultural sense: wooing Xu Xuan with a home-cooked meal and using Green as an agent to arrange their marriage in accordance with tradition. But is it a love story? Madame White no longer devours her husband’s internal organs, but when he becomes suspicious and abandons her, she appeals not only to Xu Xuan’s love but to his duty as a husband to stay with her. A triangle emerges between Madame White, Xu Xuan, and Fa Hai that sets up an opposition between duty to marriage and to religion. And ultimately, when Madame White and Little Green are trapped under the pagoda, Xu Xuan is allied with Fa Hai and lives happily ever after on his own.

Feng Menglong’s work provided a written basis for many later authors, who developed these themes with new events, characters, and narrative forms of their own. When the story transitioned onto the Chinese stage during the 18th century, the tensions between characters led to new, dramatic plot points. Ill-will between the monk Fa Hai and the shape-shifting Madame White escalated to a full-out water battle in a 1738 play, while another had Madame White give birth to a son, making her not only a dutiful wife, but also a loving mother. Little Green transitioned from a servant to a major character, which sparked an actual transformation — she became a green snake in Fang Chengpei’s play from 1771 and never changed back.

The color of the snakes in the legend took on new significance when the story moved to the stage, as classical Chinese drama takes a representational approach to storytelling rather than a strictly realistic one, using elaborate costumes, makeup, and a codified set of gestures to convey meaning. Ornate costumes were not only beautiful, but also sent a message: green is associated with healing and benevolence, while white symbolizes the unknown and is used for spirits, ghosts, and death. Strong make-up colors define the character types for the audience from the moment actors appear onstage; a red face indicates bravery while yellow make-up indicates duplicity. With minimal scenic design,
characters may indicate a long journey by walking in a circle and announcing to the audience where they have arrived. This presentational speech combines with music, singing, and physicality to create a rich and unique storytelling form.

The formal elements of these folktales and early plays embody a philosophy very different from America’s ideal of rugged individualism: they emphasize society, rather than the individual, and this can result in unromantic endings that audiences raised on Cinderella may resist. By the 19th century Madame White was a compassionate and sympathetic protagonist, but more often than not these stories end with her locked underneath the pagoda. The monk Fa Hai, who became increasingly arrogant and insensitive to White’s virtues, changed from a rescuer to an antagonist. Yet when he prevails the result is not a classic case of tragedy. In spite of the shift in personalities, the legend upholds Madame White’s confinement as the proper outcome.

Huang Tubi’s 1738 play incorporates a prologue and epilogue that contextualize what might strike audiences as an unsatisfying conclusion. These bookends resemble the Buddhist practice of storytelling with huatou, an opening statement that guides the student’s understanding towards awakening, and huawei, a closing statement that focuses the student’s contemplation of the finished tale. Tubi’s prologue explains how the story is guided by a Buddhist idea of balance. The protagonist Xu Xuan begins the play as an attendant to the Shakyamuni Buddha, but he is reincarnated as a human to fulfill his unfinished karma with Madame White. Fa Hai is instructed to contain White and Green and to bring Xu Xuan back onto the Buddhist path to Nirvana, but only after their karma is completed. Just as White and Xu Xuan’s meeting is destined to occur, so too is their separation.

As an oral story, the variations of Madame White’s tale told throughout China are innumerable and untraceable. Today, the list of novels, plays, storybooks, films, and television series based on the story provide a more concrete testament to the ability of the legend to transform. A 2003 staging of The Legend of the White Snake opera dazzled audiences by employing lasers, dry ice, and approximately 100 tons of water that were sprayed over the crowd for a battle scene, while an anime version inexplicably includes the adventures of two pandas. Different endings to the story have evolved to reflect the sensibilities of modern audiences. As individual characters have grown more defined, Madame White has been hailed for her increasingly empowered role. Looking back, it is hard to believe that the romantic story of an immortal and a young man fighting a prejudiced monk began as the legend of a heart-devouring shape-shifter. Yet there is strength in the figure of Madame White, marked by the mystery her color symbolizes, that holds these disparate tales together. As her character entwines the demonic with the domestic, immortality with vulnerability, and deception with love, the story that builds around her is able to adapt across centuries.
DESIGNING A LEGEND

BY JULIE MCCORMICK

The work of designers begin months (or even longer) before rehearsals start. In close collaboration with the director, it is their job to create the world of the play through the physical set, the lighting, the music, and the costumes. In some ways, their mission is the hardest, because it requires both aesthetic and technical mastery as well as a certain amount of clairvoyance. A production’s design must not only have sensory unity, but also anticipate the needs of the performers, something that often only becomes clear during rehearsals. You might know in advance from the script, for example, that the female lead needs to sweep gracefully down a flight of stairs in a feathered gown, but you might not know until the third week of rehearsal that an ensemble member needs to pop out of a cleverly concealed trap in the stage floor.

This pre-rehearsal process is tricky enough when you have a script to consult, but what if there isn’t one? Mary Zimmerman is well-known for her intuitive approach to directing: she begins without a script, and then writes new material at night to be used in rehearsal the next day. We decided to ask the designers for The White Snake (most of whom have worked with Mary on many projects over the years) about their perspectives on this unique process. Here is what some of them had to say.

Can you tell us a little bit about how you approach a script that you are going to work on?

Daniel Ostling, scenic designer: After reading the script, I generally move on to research — there are whole new worlds you work with in every play that you need to discover for yourself.

Mara Blumenfeld, costume designer: In general, it’s all about reading the script over and over again, talking to the director about his or her ideas, and doing tons of research. The research can take many different forms depending upon the particular project and the world of the play. It can be looking at other forms of art (painting/sculpture/architecture), historical photographs, and vintage fashion plates/magazines/catalogs, or just observing people on the street if it’s a contemporary setting. Each piece requires a different way into it, but in general I just try to allow myself to be open to the story and characters and to listen to what the director and the other designers are bringing to the table.

Andre Pluess, sound designer and composer: With any given script, I first try to identify and to understand in what moments music and sound are enabled to really breathe, be it in transition or underscore. Once I’ve identified these starting points, I begin to create a toolkit of themes and motifs that can be expanded and integrated into the play. I take into account the historical and cultural context of the play and reference those elements (instruments, scales, etc.) in the...
“What I admire about Mary is that she doesn’t fill everything in. In the theatre I find that really exciting, because it makes the audience an active part of the equation. They fill it in.”

DANIEL OSTLING, SCENIC DESIGNER
creation of the score. Attenuating these fragments in terms of their emotive, lyrical, or rhythmic qualities is an ongoing process with the director, musicians, and actors that continues through the rehearsal period and previews.

How is the process of designing a show with Mary Zimmerman different than working on projects that start with a script?

Daniel: With Mary you often begin with a book, or in this case, a folk tale that has many different versions. In the early meetings, the design team talks about the book, and the different versions that we find ourselves attracted to. It’s really about mixing it up and talking about what you like, or what seems really vibrant to you, or which moments are your favorite (not scenic design-wise necessarily, but story-wise).

Sometimes the design conversation starts with a big scenic idea (as with Metamorphoses — she knew she wanted it put in water); with The White Snake, she knew she was really interested in the medicine cabinet. After these initial conversations, I start to work up pretty rough models. With Mary she definitely likes to play with models and take them apart. It’s a little bit like pin the tail on the donkey, or hot-hot-cold.

We ended up with a set that is pretty minimal and open. Some of the ideas I came up with initially were very architectural and very heavy, but we quickly realized that we needed an aesthetic that would give us a lot of freedom. The solution for storytelling issues relies on the actors and props, rather than on set pieces that would weigh us down.

The general geometry of the set came from scroll paintings: a long, horizontal blank space with very carefully chosen details. Those paintings are deceptively simple, I think. They use a finite number of strokes; what’s most impressive is what those painters leave out. They’re very beautiful, very humble, those paintings.

Mara: With a Mary show, a lot of the design process has to remain really flexible. It’s a really exciting and creative process, but can also be a really challenging one for a costume shop that has to adhere to the realities of time and money. I often describe the design as falling into three categories: the knowns, the partial knowns, and the unknowns. The knowns are characters that we know for certain will be in the story, and we know who will be playing them — these are the central characters that Mary casts with a specific actor in mind. I can design looks for them and we can begin building for them in advance. Then the partial knowns are usually secondary characters or groups of characters that we know will likely be in the story — and I can design a look for them in advance, but we won’t know who will be playing those roles until we get into rehearsal. The unknowns are pretty self-explanatory — things that just evolve out of the rehearsal process that you always need to leave a little of your budget and resources aside for.

Andre: Essentially on a show of Mary’s, much of the music and sound is created during the rehearsal process. I like to be on hand for as much of the rehearsal process as possible, experimenting with the actors and musicians and responding in a more instinctual as opposed to a premeditated manner. I also try my best to surround myself with the most talented musicians I can find who have a flare for improvisation and a collaborative spirit.

What is your favorite part of your design for The White Snake?

Daniel: The overall geometry feels very elegant and spare, and is very satisfying to see in the space. Even though it’s easy to get caught up in the details, I think there’s something powerful about the set receding and allowing luscious colors and textures to be in the costumes, props, and lighting. It’s like looking at a diamond on black velvet — it makes it all the more glittering. The set can be a frame that things explode out of.

What I admire about Mary is that she doesn’t fill everything in. In the theatre I find that really exciting, because it makes the audience an active part of the equation. They fill it in. They end up seeing things that aren’t even there, and walk away having had a very full experience of filling in the negative space.

Mara: I think one of the things I’m most proud of with the design for The White Snake is the use of color and pattern; in looking at a lot of the research for traditional Chinese costumes, I was struck by the amazing combination of textiles, which is so different from our Western aesthetic. The Chinese use pattern upon pattern in different scales and colors that I wouldn’t necessarily think of combining together. It really forced me to look at fabric in a different way, and I think some of the combinations are really surprising and beautiful. And Dan’s set provides this really gorgeous but neutral platform for showcasing all of that color and pattern.

Andre: I’m very proud of the integration of the live music in the show, and of the work created by myself and our three musicians, Ronnie, Tessa, and Michal. Working with live musicians (as opposed to prerecorded music) is not something I do very often, and there is no substitute for the immediacy of having music performed live in dialogue with stage action.

What was the biggest design challenge you’ve had to overcome?

Daniel: I guess it’s always the one you’re working on. It’d be easy to say the water in Metamorphoses, and we just did one in a tent where the audience was on benches and we wanted the tent to just fly outward. But, really it’s always the current project. Design is about creating something for a particular use. It’s in service of the play and the actor. You’re trying to anticipate all of the millions of variables that exist in terms of what the materials do and how the actors walk, what the costumes look like, lights, how the director will use the set, the sightlines of the theatre...

You’re trying to pay attention to every variable and anticipate the whole experience and all the problems. Mary’s work is simple, but it’s a huge amount of effort to make it look that way.

Andre: There is a lot of music in the play and the band is active for over 80 percent of the show playing a very programmatic score. Ensuring the legibility and clarity of the text in relation to live music was and is a constant negotiation between the actors, band, and sound technicians.

Additionally, The White Snake is an ancient Chinese legend. I am not an expert in Chinese music by any stretch of the imagination. Finding a hybrid vocabulary (curated via research and from the immense dexterity of my collaborators in the band) that paid homage to the vast history of Chinese music yet also melded with my Western sensibilities and background was very challenging but incredibly fun.
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Keiko Shimosato Carreiro
ENSEMBLE

Keiko last appeared at Berkeley Rep in Fuente Ovejuna. Since arriving in the Bay Area in 1987, she has been a collective member with the San Francisco Mime Troupe, where she has appeared in all but a handful of shows over the past two decades. Keiko was born in Boston, Massachusetts, where she spent most of her formative years. She arrived in the middle of the country when her father moved the family to Iowa City. She is a graduate of the University of Iowa with degrees in theatre, art, and music. She’s glad to be back at Berkeley Rep, and excited to be working on such a beautiful piece with Mary Zimmerman.

Gina Daniels
ENSEMBLE

Gina was seen locally in Hamlet and Private Lives at Shakespeare Santa Cruz, as well as Measure for Measure and Much Ado About Nothing at Lake Tahoe Shakespeare Festival. Her New York credits include 24 Hour Plays, Abingdon Theatre Company, Incumbo Theatre Company, the National Black Theatre, Nicu's Spoon, and Summer Play Festival. Gina has spent eight seasons with Oregon Shakespeare Festival, and her most recent roles include Coretta Scott King and Fannie Lou Hamer in All the Way and Alice Ford in The Very Very Merry Wives of Windsor, Iowa. Her regional credits include All's Well That Ends Well and Pippin at the Utah Shakespeare Festival; As You Like It, Dracula, Macbeth, and The Taming of the Shrew at Delaware Theatre Company; Broke-ology at TheatreWorks; A Christmas Carol at Geva Theatre Center; Cyrano at Willamette Repertory Theatre; Doubt at Kansas City Repertory Theatre; The Exonerated at Charlotte Repertory Theatre; An Ideal Husband at Centerstage; Medea at Pittsburgh Public Theater; and The Story at Milwaukee Repertory Theater. Gina trained at the University of Southern California.

Richard Howard
ENSEMBLE

Richard appeared on Broadway in Execution of Justice and off Broadway in Ten by Tennessee. He has been at OSF for 24 seasons and played title roles in Hamlet, Henry IV, Parts One and Two; Pericles, Prince of Tyre; Richard II; and Romeo and Juliet. He also appeared in its production of The White Snake. Richard’s other OSF credits include Angelo in Measure for Measure, Athos in The Three Musketeers, Bernard Nightingale in Arcadia, Charles Webb in Our Town, Cleante in Tartuffe, Dottore in The Servant of Two Masters, Frederick Fellowes in Noises Off, Friar Laurence in Romeo and Juliet, Gayev in The Cherry Orchard, Herbert Dean in The Royal Family, Jaques in As You Like It, Joseph Gribble in Room Service, Master Ford in The Merry Wives of Windsor, Noriyasu Odagura in Throne of Blood, Oliver Davenport in Pentecost, Shannon in The Night of the Iguana, Sharvilaka in The Clay Cart, and Walter Griffin in UP. Regionally, Richard appeared at Arena Stage in Hedda Gabler and at the Guthrie Theater in Candida, Julius Caesar, Our Town, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and Room Service. He studied at the Juilliard School. Visit richardhowardactor.com.

Cristofer Jean
BROther-in-law/ENSEMBLE

In eight seasons at OSF, Cristofer has performed in As You Like It (Silvius); The Clay Cart; The Comedy of Errors; Henry IV, Part One (Richard II, Chamberlain, and Sir Richard Vernon); Henry VI, Part One (Henry VI and Bedford); Henry VI, Parts Two and Three (King Henry); Henry VIII; Lorca in a Green Dress (title role); The Merchant of Venice; The Music Man; Oedipus Complex; The Pirates of Penzance; The Tempest (Ariel); Titus Andronicus; Troylus and Cressida (Patroclus); and The Winter’s Tale. He’s also been seen at the Acting Company, national tour; the Alice B Theatre; Chautauqua Theatre Company; Northwest Asian American Theatre; The Public Theater; and Sirius Idaho Theatre Company. Cristofer received his education at Harbin Gonghe Daxue, the Juilliard School, and University of Washington.

Emily Sophia Knapp
ENSEMBLE

In New York, Emily appeared in The Golem at the Riverside Theatre, In This Is the End of Sleeping at the Chekhov Now Festival, Milicent Scowworthy at the Summer Play Festival 2006, People Burning in Hotels at Performance Space 122, Schwarzwound at HERE Arts Center, and This Place Is a Desert at Prelude Festival. She spent five seasons with OSF playing Celia in The Pirates of Penzance, Diana in All’s Well That Ends Well, Hermina in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Jane Pilkins in Death and the King’s Horseman, Jessica in The Merchant of Venice, Koken and Old Woman in Throne of Blood, Luciana in The Comedy of Errors, Moth in Love’s Labour’s Lost, and Philippine and Lisette in On the Razzle. Emily has also performed at many regional theatres, including American Repertory Theatre, Boston Musical Theater, Harlequin Productions, the Lyric Stage Company of Boston, the Súgán Theatre Company, and Underground Railway Theater. She also appeared in the film After the Flood and on the TV show Infidelities. Emily trained at L’Ecole Philippe Gaulier and received her BA from Harvard College.

Vin Kridakorn
ENSEMBLE

Vin joins The White Snake at Berkeley Rep direct from OSF. His New York credits include Guildenstern in Hamlet with the Gallery Players, Orestes in Butoh Electra at the New York International Fringe Festival, Pedant in The Taming of the Shrew with the Queens Players, as well as Spoon River Anthology at Roy Aria Theater, Tape at Dance New Amsterdam, and the North American premiere of Walkabout Yeolha at Riverside Theatre. He was a resident actor at the Flea Theatre and appeared in its world premiere of Future Anxiety. Vin appeared in the films English-Vinglish, Mia, and Play Name, which was shown at NewFest, Outfest, the Seattle International Film Festival and received the Iris Prize. He received his MFA from the Actors Studio Drama School at Pace University. Visit vin-kridakorn.net.
Christopher Livingston
XU XIAN/ENSEMBLE

Christopher is pleased to make his Berkeley Rep debut in *The White Snake*. In three seasons at osf, Christopher played Cleante in *The Imaginary Invalid*; Malik in *Party People*; Osric in *Hamlet*; Peto in *Henry IV, Part One*; a Pirate in *The Pirates of Penzance*, and Xu Xian in *The White Snake*. He played Benvolio in *Romeo and Juliet* at Virginia Stage Company, and also appeared in *Black Nativity* at Intiman Theatre; *Blue/Orange*, *Cymbeline*, *The Merry Wives of Windsor*, *Revision*, *Signs*, *Slowly Departing*, and *The Wall of Water* at Rutgers Theater Company; *Cymbeline* at Rutgers Conservatory at Shakespeare’s Globe in London; *Sankofa* at the Moore Theatre; and *Youth Ink! Theater Festival* at McCarter Theatre Center. Christopher received his bfa from Mason Gross School of the Arts at Rutgers University.

Tanya Thai McBride
GREEN SNAKE

Tanya was in osf’s production of *The White Snake*. She was seen in *The Ash Girl* and *Walk Two Moons* at Adventure Stage Chicago; *The Fantasticks* at Porchlight Music Theatre; *Like the Moon Behind the Clouds* at Caffeine Theatre; *Mirror of the Invisible World* at the Goodman Theatre (understudy); *Mr. Fluxus, You Asked For It!* with the Neo-Futurists; punkplay with Pavement Group at the Steppenwolf Garage; *The Rivals* at Polarity Ensemble Theatre; *Sketchbook 8: Parkersburg* at Collaboraction; *Twilight Orchard* at Redmoon; and *Yellow Face* at Silk Road Rising. She received her MFA from Ohio State University and her BA from California State University, Northridge.

Lisa Tejero
SISTER-IN-LAW/ENSEMBLE

Lisa appeared at Berkeley Rep in *Journey to the West* and *Metamorphoses*. She was also in the Broadway production of *Metamorphoses* at Circle in the Square Theatre where she played the Therapist. This makes her 20th production with Mary Zimmerman. She has just finished a season at osf where she was in *Henry V* as Queen Isabel and *The White Snake*. She is an artistic associate of Lookingglass where she has appeared in *1984*, *Argonautika*, *Curiosity Shop*, *Ethan Frome*, *Fedra*, and *S/M*. Also in Chicago, Lisa has appeared in *As You Like It*, *A Christmas Carol*, *Ghostwritten*, *Journey to the West*, *Mirror of the Invisible World*, *The Odyssey*, and *Silk* at the Goodman; *Kafka on the
Shore at Steppenwolf Theatre Company; as well as Cordelia in King Lear at Missouri Repertory Theatre and Lady Macbeth in Macbeth at Oak Park Festival Theatre. She has also worked at Cincinnati Playhouse, Court Theatre, the Huntington Theatre Company, the Mark Taper Forum, McCarter, Milwaukee Rep, the Repertory Theatre of St. Louis, Seattle Repertory Theatre, Shakespeare Theatre Company, and Victory Gardens Theater. Her film credits include Above the Law, Chain Reaction, A Man's Woman, and The Medicine Show. Lisa is a recipient of two After Dark Awards and a Drama League Distinguished Performance nomination.

Amy Kim Waschke
WHITE SNAKE
Amy is a proud company member of InViolet Repertory Theater and an associate artist of Theatre C. Her New York credits include Alice in Slasherland, The Inexplicable Redemption of Agent G, and Living Dead in Denmark with Vampire Cowboys; disOriented at Theatre C; Grief at Manhattan Theatre Source; and The Water Station at Pacific Performance Project East. Regionally, she's been seen in Edward II and Tamburlaine at the Shakespeare Theatre Company, the title role in Electra at the Hangar Theatre, Fabuloso at Merrimack Repertory Theatre, Measure for Measure at Seattle Shakespeare Company, Metamorphoses at Weston Playhouse Theatre Company, Somebody/Nobody at Arizona Theatre Company, and The White Snake at osf. She's also been seen on TV in Law & Order: svu. She received her MFA from the University of Washington's Professional Actor Training Program. Amy lives in Queens with her best friend and fiancé Moses.

Jack Willis
FA HAI/ENSEMBLE
Jack is a company member at osf and a cofounder of Aruba Repertory. He appeared on Broadway in Art, The Crucible, Julius Caesar, and The Old Neighborhood, and off Broadway in The Iphigenia Cycle, The Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui, Valhalla, and World of Mirth. At osf he played Don Adrian de Armado in Love's Labour's Lost, Fa Hai in The White Snake, the Lord Chief Justice in Henry IV, Part Two, and Lyndon Baines Johnson in All the Way. Jack appeared in more than 200 productions throughout the world and was a member of the following theatre companies: American Conservatory Theater, ART, Arena, Dallas Theater Center, and Trinity Repertory Company. He lent his voice talent to Toy Story 3 and appeared in the films The Cradle Will Rock, I Come in Peace, Love Hurts, The Out-of-Towners, Problem Child, and
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The Talented Mr. Ripley, as well as the TV shows Dallas, Ed, and Law & Order. Jack was a Lunt-Fontanne Fellow in the inaugural year of the fellowship at Ten Chimneys Foundation.

Tessa Brinckman
FLUTES
A New Zealand flutist, Tessa enjoys a versatile career in the U.S. and abroad. Her ensemble work includes playing with the Astoria, Bach, Bloch, and New Haven Festivals, Ensemble East West, and the Oregon Symphony. In addition to performing at osf for three seasons, Tessa has recorded and composed for theatre, film, public radio, and commercials in New Zealand and the U.S. Her CD Glass Sky received critical acclaim. Tessa has premiered works of numerous West Coast composers, including Todd Barton, Bill Kraft, and Tomas Svoboda. In demand as an innovative performer, she also co-directs the flute/percussion duo Caballito Negro and is a member of the baroque group Risonanti. She teaches at Southern Oregon University and Rogue Community College, and as a teacher/artist at universities throughout the West and abroad.

Ronnie Malley
STRINGS/PERCUSION
Ronnie performs with the music groups Dusan Ensemble, Lamajamal, Mucca Pazza, and the University of Chicago Middle East Music Ensemble. He was an actor and musician in The Arabian Nights at Arena, Berkeley Rep, and Lookingglass, and also appeared in The White Snake at csfr. He performed in The Band’s Visit at Playwrights Horizons, Hecphaestus and Mirror of the Invisible World at the Goodman, and Mish Hek Ya Balad with Arab-American Theatre Group. Ronnie is a faculty member at the Old Town School of Folk Music and Chicago Academy for the Arts.

Michal Palzewicz
CELLO
Michal is a member of Trine, a virtuosic world-fusion band, and he’s also the principal cellist of the Rogue Valley Symphony. He was a founding member of Elsner String Quartet, which performed in the United States at the 92nd St. Y, Merkin Concert Hall, and Weill Recital Hall at Carnegie Hall, and in England at Snape Proms Festival and Wigmore Hall. At csfr he performed in Cinderella, Macbeth, Medea, The Pirates of Penzance, She Loves Me, and The White Snake. Michal earned the Sauderson Award at the 92nd Coleman Chamber Ensemble Competition and was the winner of the Young Concert Artists Auditions in Leipzig. He studied with the Amadeus Quartet, Julia Lichten, Hugh Maguire, Barbara Musiej, Peter Oundjian, David Soyer, Tomasz Strahl, and Michael Tree, and attended the Academy of Music in Warsaw and Manhattan School of Music.

Mary Zimmerman
ADAPTER/DIRECTOR
Mary received the 2002 Tony Award for Best Director and a 1998 MacArthur Fellowship. This is her seventh show for Berkeley Rep, following acclaimed productions of The Arabian Nights, Argonautika, Journey to the West, Metamorphoses, The Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci, and The Secret in the Wings. These plays — and others that she’s adapted and directed such as Eleven Rooms of Proust, The Odyssey, Silk, and S/M — have enjoyed celebrated runs at Brooklyn Academy of Music, the Goodman, the Huntington, Lookingglass, the Taper, McCarter, Seattle Rep, and Second Stage Theatre. She also directed All’s Well That Ends Well and Pericles for the Goodman, Henry VIII and Measure for Measure for the New York Shakespeare Festival, and A Midsummer Night’s Dream for the Huntington. In 2002, Mary created a new opera with Philip Glass called Galileo Galilei, which was presented at BAM, the Goodman, and the Barbican in London. In recent years, she has staged Armida, Lucia di Lammermoor, and La Sonnambula for the Metropolitan Opera in New York. Based in Chicago, Mary has won 10 Joseph Jefferson Awards — the city’s top theatrical honors — including prizes for best production and best direction. She is a member of Lookingglass, an artistic associate of the Goodman, and she holds the Jahnars Family Foundation Chair in Performance Studies at Northwestern University.

Daniel Ostling
SCENIC DESIGNER
Daniel is a scenic designer based in San Francisco and New York whose credits at Berkeley Rep include The Arabian Nights, Argonautika, Black n Blue Boys / Broken Men, Closer, Metamorphoses, and The Secret in the Wings. His recent designs include Candide at the Goodman, the Shakespeare Theatre Company, and the Huntington; Clybourne Park on Broadway and at the Taper; The Convert at McCarter, the Goodman, and the Kirk Douglas Theatre; Elizabeth Rex and A Midsummer Night’s Dream with Chicago Shakespeare Theater; Endgame and Play at ACT; The Verona Project at California Shakespeare Theater; and The White Snake at csfr. Daniel’s upcoming projects include Eastland at Lookingglass, where he is an ensemble member. He has worked throughout the country including at BAM, Lincoln Center, the Met, Playwrights Horizons, and Shakespeare in the Park. Internationally, his work has been seen in London and Melbourne. Daniel is an associate professor at Northwestern University in Chicago.

Mara Blumenfeld
COSTUME DESIGNER
Mara returns to Berkeley Rep where she previously designed Frank Galati’s adaptation of after the quake and Mary Zimmerman’s The Arabian Nights, Metamorphoses, and The Secret in the Wings. Based in Chicago, she has designed numerous productions for Chicago Shakes, Court Theatre, the Goodman, Steppenwolf, and Lookingglass, where she is an ensemble member. Her regional credits include productions for La Jolla Playhouse, osf, Seattle Rep, the Stratford Shakespeare Festival, and the Taper. In New York she designed Metamorphoses at Circle in the Square/Second Stage, The Glorious Ones at Lincoln Center, The Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci at Second Stage, and Mary Zimmerman’s productions of Lucia di Lammermoor and La Sonnambula for the Met.

T.J. Gerckens
LIGHTING DESIGNER
T.J. is pleased to return to Berkeley Rep where he previously designed The Arabian Nights, Journey to the West, Metamorphoses, The Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci, and The Secret in the Wings. His most noteworthy designs include Candide, Silk, and the Mary Zimmerman and Philip Glass opera Galileo Galilei at the Goodman; Pericles at the Shakespeare Theatre in Washington, DC; and two seasons as resident lighting designer at Actors Theatre of Louisville. T.J.’s New York work includes Lucia di Lammermoor and La Sonnambula for the Met, Measure for Measure in Central Park, Metamorphoses on Broadway, and The Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci at Second Stage. He has received numerous honors for his lighting, including a Bay Area Theatre Critics Circle Award, Chicago’s Jefferson Award, Drama Critics Circle Award, Los Angeles Ovation Award, and New York’s Drama Desk Award.

Andre Pluess
ORIGINAL MUSIC/SOUND DESIGNER
Andres has worked with Berkeley Rep on numerous shows: after the quake, The Arabian Nights, Argonautika, Blue Door, Ghost Light, Honour, Metamorphoses, and The Secret in the Wings. His Broadway credits include 33 Variations, The Clean House, I Am My Own Wife, and Metamorphoses. His other credits include many productions for About Face Company (artistic associate), Court Theatre, the Goodman, Lookingglass (artistic associate), Northlight Theatre, Steppenwolf, Victory Gardens (resident designer), and other Chicago and regional theatres. His more recent projects include Cymbeline at the Shakespeare Theatre, Equivocation at Arena, Ghost Light and The Merchant of Venice at osf, Macbeth and Titus Andronicus at Cal Shakes (where he is an
artistic associate), *Palomino* at Center Theatre Group, *Sex with Strangers* at Steppenwolf, and *Stage Kiss* at the Goodman, as well as the score for the film *The Business of Being Born*. Andre received a Barrymore Award, a Drama Critics Circle Award, Drama Desk and Lortel nominations, multiple Joseph Jefferson Awards and Citations, and an LA Ovation Award for composition and sound design.

**Shawn Sagady**  
**PROJECTION DESIGNER**

Shawn’s work was last seen at Berkeley Rep in *Emotional Creature*. His Broadway credits include *Leap of Faith* and *Memphis* (2010 Best Musical), and his work has been seen off Broadway in *By the Way, Meet Vera Stark* at Second Stage and *Father Comes Home From the War* at The Public. He also worked on the national tours of *Julius Caesar* and *Memphis* with the Acting Company. His regional credits include *All the Way, American Night, Measure for Measure*, and *The White Snake* at OSF; *Carmen* at LJP; and *Cowboy vs. Samurai* with Mo’ololo. Shawn has also designed for the Kaufman Performing Arts Center Opening Gala, the Honors Gala at LJP, and the Women in the World conference (the Daily Beast).

**Michael Suenkel**  
**PRODUCTION STAGE MANAGER**

Michael began his association with Berkeley Rep as the stage management intern for the 1984–85 season and is now in his 19th year as production stage manager. Some of his favorite shows include *36 Views*, *Endgame*, *Eurydice*, *Hydriotaphia*, and *Mad Forest*. He has also worked with the Barbican in London, the Huntington, the Juste Pour Rire Festival in Montreal, LJP, Pittsburgh Public Theater, The Public and Second Stage Theatres in New York, and Yale Rep. For the Magic, he stage managed Albert Takazauckas’ *Breaking the Code* and Sam Shepard’s *The Late Henry Moss*.

**Tony Taccone**  
**ARTISTIC DIRECTOR**

Tony is artistic director of Berkeley Rep. During his tenure, the Tony Award–winning nonprofit has earned a reputation as an international leader in innovative theatre. In those 15 years, Berkeley Rep has presented more than 60 world, American, and West Coast premieres and sent 18 shows to New York, two to London, and now one to Hong Kong. Tony has staged more than 35 plays in Berkeley, including new work from Culture Clash, Rinde Eckert, David Edgar, Danny Hoch, Geoff Hoyle, Quincy Long, Itamar Moses, and Lemony Snicket. He directed the shows that transferred to London, *Continental Divide* and *Tiny Kushner*, and two that landed on Broadway as well: *Bridge & Tunnel* and *Wishful Drinking*. Tony commissioned Tony Kushner’s legendary *Angels in America*, co-directed its world premiere, and has collaborated with Kushner on seven projects. His regional credits include ATL, Arena, CTG, the Eureka Theatre, the Guthrie, the Huntington, osf, The Public, and Seattle Rep. In 2012, Tony was selected to...
receive the Margo Jones Award for demonstrating a significant impact, understanding, and affirmation of playwriting, with a commitment to the living theatre. As a playwright, Tony recently debuted Ghost Light and Rita Moreno: Life Without Makeup.

Susan Medak  MANAGING DIRECTOR
Susan has served as Berkeley Rep’s managing director since 1990, leading the administration and operations of the Theatre. She has served as president of the League of Resident Theatres (lorrt) and treasurer of Theatre Communications Group, organizations that represent the interests of nonprofit theatres across the nation. Susan chaired two panels for the Massachusetts Arts Council and has also served on program panels for Arts Midwest, the Joyce Foundation, and the National Endowment for the Arts. Closer to home, Susan chairs the Downtown Berkeley Business Improvement District and serves as president of the Downtown Berkeley Association. She is the founding chair of the Berkeley Arts in Education Steering Committee for Berkeley Unified School District and the Berkeley Cultural Trust. She was awarded the 2012 Benjamin Ide Wheeler Medal by the Berkeley Community Fund. Susan serves on the faculty of Yale School of Drama and is a proud member of the Mont Blanc Ladies’ Literary Guild and Trekking Society. She lives in Berkeley with her husband.

Karen Racanelli  GENERAL MANAGER
Karen joined Berkeley Rep in November 1993 as education director. Under her supervision, Berkeley Rep’s Programs for Education provided live theatre for more than 20,000 students annually. In November 1995, she became general manager, and since then has overseen the day-to-day operations of the Theatre, supervising the box office, company management, and IT. She has represented the League of Resident Theatres during negotiations with both Actors’ Equity Association and the Union of Stage Directors and Choreographers. Prior to her tenure at Berkeley Rep, Karen worked for Theatre Bay Area as director of theatre services and as an independent producer at several Bay Area theatre companies. She has served on the boards of Climate Theater, Overtone Theatre Company, and Park Day School, and is currently on the board of the Julia Morgan Center. Karen is married to arts attorney MJ Bogatin and they have two children.

Madeleine Oldham  DIRECTOR, THE GROUND FLOOR/RESIDENT DRAMATURG
Madeleine is the director of Berkeley Rep’s Ground Floor and the Theatre’s resident dramaturg. As literary manager and associate dramaturg at Baltimore Centerstage, she produced the First Look reading series and headed up its young audience initiative. Before moving to Baltimore, she was the literary manager at Seattle Children’s Theatre, where she oversaw an extensive commissioning program. She also acted as assistant and interim literary manager at Intiman. Madeleine served for four years on the executive committee of Literary Managers and Dramaturgs of the Americas and has also worked with ACT (Seattle), Austin Scriptworks, Crowded Fire Theatre Company, the Eugene O’Neill Theater Center, the Kennedy Center, New Dramatists, Playwrights Center, and Portland Center Stage.

Amy Potozkin  CASTING DIRECTOR
Amy is in her 23rd season with Berkeley Rep. She has also had the pleasure of casting projects for ACT (Seattle), Arizona Theatre Company, the Aurora Theatre, B Street Theatre, Bay Area Playwrights Festival, Dallas Theater Center, Marin Theatre Company, the Marsh, San Jose Repertory Theatre, Social Impact Productions Inc., and Traveling Jewish Theatre. Amy cast roles for the film Conceiving Ada, starring Tilda Swinton; Haiku Tunnel and the upcoming feature film Beyond Redemption by Britta Sjogren. Amy received her MFA from Brandeis University, where she was also an artist-in-residence. She has been a coach to hundreds of actors, teaches acting at Mills College, and leads workshops at Berkeley Rep’s School of Theatre and numerous other venues in the Bay Area.

Marjorie Randolph  SEASON PRODUCER
Marjorie is president of Berkeley Rep’s board of trustees and a longtime supporter of the Theatre. She recently moved back to Berkeley after retiring as head of worldwide human resources for Walt Disney Studios. During her tenure at Berkeley Rep, she has produced 29 plays. A member of the California Bar and a former president of California Women Lawyers, she serves on the National Advisory Panel of the Institute for Research on Women and Gender at Stanford University.

Jack & Betty Schafer  SEASON PRODUCERS
Betty and Jack are proud to support Berkeley Rep. Jack, one of the Theatre’s board members, also sits on the boards of the Jewish Community Endowment, San Francisco Opera, and the Straus Historical Society. He is co-chair of the Oxbow School in Napa and an emeritus trustee of the San Francisco Art Institute, where he served as board chair. Betty, a retired transitions coach, has resumed her earlier career as a nonfiction writer and poet. She serves on the boards of Brandeis Hillel Day School, Coro Foundation, Earthjustice, and JVS and represents the Jewish Community Foundation on a national allocation committee.

The Strauch Kulhanjian Family  SEASON PRODUCERS
Roger Strauch is a former president of Berkeley Rep’s board of trustees and a current member. He is chairman of The Roda Group (rodagroup.com), a venture-development company based in Berkeley and best known for launching Ask.com, PolYServe, and Sight-speed. Roger serves on the board of Game Ready, and his firm is the largest investor in Solazyme, a renewable oil and bio-products company based in South San Francisco (nasdaq:szym, solazyme.com). Roger is a member of the engineering dean’s college advisory boards of Cornell University and UC Berkeley. He is vice-chairman of the board of trustees for the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute (msri) and a co-founder of the William Saroyan Program in Armenian Studies at Cal. He is also an executive member of the Piedmont Council of the Boy Scouts of America. His wife, Julie A. Kulhanjian, is an attending physician at Oakland Children’s Hospital. They have three teenaged children.

Pam & Mitch Nichter  EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS
Pam is the chief operating officer, chief financial officer, and a founding principal at Osterweiss Capital Management, a San Francisco investment manager. Pam serves on the board of trustees at Berkeley Rep. Osterweiss Capital and its principals support and are on the governing boards of numerous Bay Area organizations, including the Contemporary Jewish Museum, Marin Summer Theater, San Francisco Ballet, San Francisco Free Clinic, San Francisco Jewish Film Festival, and Summer Search. Mitch practices corporate and securities law at Paul Hastings, a global law firm, where he is a partner and heads up the firm’s hedge fund practice. Paul Hastings provides pro bono and other support to a number of Bay Area not-for-profit organizations including Audubon Canyon Ranch, East Bay Community Law Center, United Way, and WildCare. Pam and Mitch live in the North Bay and have been enthusiastic supporters of Berkeley Rep for years.

Shirley D. & Philip D. Schild  EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS
Phil and Shirley moved to the Bay Area from Sacramento and Los Angeles after retiring in
1985, as a professor of medicine in gastroenterology at UCSF and UC Davis, Phil volunteered his services at hospitals and clinics in San Francisco and the East Bay for 20 years. Shirley volunteered for 22 years as an art librarian at the Oakland Museum of California. One of their first theatre experiences in the Bay Area was a performance at Berkeley Rep, and they have been ardent supporters ever since. They are also enthusiastic supporters of Cal Performances, Oakland East Bay Symphony, and the Oakland Museum of California. They are especially pleased to be involved with Berkeley Rep productions as they have attended almost every performance since 1985 and have introduced family and friends to the Theatre. They are pleased to be executive producers of Mary Zimmerman’s *The White Snake*.

**Jill & Steve Fugaro PRODUCERS**

Jill Fugaro is co-chair of Berkeley Rep’s Onstage Gala and member of the board of trustees. She is the founder and former CEO of Murlin Apparel Group, Inc., the Jill Martin sportswear design and manufacturing company. She works with Marin Humane Society’s SHARE dog program doing therapy visits with elders, is on the advisory council for the Institute for Health and Healing, and is an UCCE master gardener. Steve Fugaro is a primary care internist practicing in San Francisco, affiliated with both CP/Mc and UCSF. He is past president of the San Francisco Medical Society and is on the board of the San Francisco Health Plan. Steve and Jill both serve as trustees of Sausalito Presbyterian Church.

**Mechanics Bank WEALTH MANAGEMENT PRODUCTION CO-SPONSOR**

For more than a century, Mechanics Bank has been committed to helping people build prosperous communities as a trusted financial partner, forging lasting relationships through teamwork, respect, and integrity. The $3 billion independent bank, headquartered in Richmond, California, offers personal banking, business banking, trust, and wealth management services across Northern California. Selected as a top 10 “Best Places to Work in the Bay Area” in 2011 and 2012, Mechanics Bank also has been selected as a Top Corporate Philanthropist for the past several years. For more information, please visit mechanicsbank.com.

**BART SEASON SPONSOR**

Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) is a 104-mile, automated rapid-transit system that serves more than 100 million passengers annually. BART is the backbone of the Bay Area transit...
network with trains traveling up to 80 MPH to connect 26 cities located throughout Alameda, Contra Costa, San Francisco, and San Mateo Counties and the Bay Area's two largest airports. BART’s all-electric trains make it one of the greenest and most energy-efficient systems in the world with close to 70 percent of its all-electrical power coming from hydro, solar, and wind sources. Many new projects are underway to expand BART, allowing it to serve even more communities and continue to offer an eco-friendly alternative to cars. For more info, visit bart.gov.

Wells Fargo Season Sponsor

As a top corporate giver to Bay Area nonprofits for many years, Wells Fargo recognizes Berkeley Repertory Theatre for its leadership in supporting the performing arts and its programs. As the oldest and largest financial services company headquartered in California, Wells Fargo has top financial professionals providing business banking, investments, brokerage, trust, mortgage, insurance, commercial and consumer finance, and much more. Talk to a Wells Fargo banker today to see how we can help you become more financially successful.

Additional thanks

Deck crew
Kourtney McCrary
Alaina Moore
Ben Sandberg

Production assistant
Megan McClintock

Props artisan
Viqui Peralta

Scene shop
Patrick Keene
Stephanie Shipman

Wardrobe
Courtney Flores
Emily Hartman
Alex Zeek
UC Berkeley Botanical Gardens
We acknowledge the following Annual Fund supporters whose contributions from August 2011 through September 2012 helped to make possible the Theatre’s artistic and community outreach programs.

**GIFTS OF $100,000 AND ABOVE**
The William & Flora Hewlett Foundation
The James Irvine Foundation
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
The Shubert Foundation
The Harold and Mimi Steinberg Charitable Trust

**GIFTS OF $50,000–99,999**
The Bernard Osher Foundation

**GIFTS OF $25,000–49,999**
Anonymous
The Ira and Leonore Gershwin Philanthropic Fund
Walter & Elise Haas Fund
Koret Foundation
The Moise Foundation for Education and the Arts
Wallis Foundation
Woodlawn Foundation

**GIFTS OF $10,000–24,999**
The Green Foundation
Thomas J. Long Foundation
The Drs. Ben and A. Jess Shenson Trust, administered by The San Francisco Foundation

**GIFTS OF $5,000–9,999**
Anonymous
Berkeley Civic Arts Program
JEC Foundation
Ramsay Family Foundation
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation

**GIFTS OF $1,000–4,999**
California Arts Council
Joyce & William Brantman Foundation
Civic Foundation

**GIFTS OF $750–999**
Anonymous
Berkeley Civic Arts Program
JEC Foundation
Ramsay Family Foundation
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation

**GIFTS OF $500–749**
Anonymous
Berkeley Civic Arts Program
JEC Foundation
Ramsay Family Foundation
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation

Is your company a Corporate Sponsor? Berkeley Rep’s Corporate Partnership program offers excellent opportunities to network, entertain clients, reward employees, increase visibility, and support the arts and arts education in the community.

For details visit berkeleyrep.org or call Daria Hepps at 510 647-2904.

**MATCHING GIFTS**
The following companies have matched their employees’ contributions to Berkeley Rep. Please call the Development Department at 510 647-2906 to find out if your company matches gifts.


**CORPORATE SPONSORS**

**SEASON SPONSORS**

BART
Wells Fargo

**GIFTS OF $25,000–49,999**
American Express
Bank of America

**GIFTS OF $12,000–24,999**
The Morrison & Foerster Foundation
Union Bank
Mechanics Bank Wealth Management

**GIFTS OF $6,000–11,999**
Armanino McKenna LLP
Bank of the West
BluesCruise.com
Charles Schwab & Co.
Deloitte
Meyer Sound
Olive & Company, Inc.
Panoramic Interests
Peet’s Coffee & Tea
Schoenberg Family Law Group
STG Asset Management, Inc.
UBS
U.S. Bank

**IN-KIND SPONSORS**

Act Catering
Aurora Catering
Autumn Press
Back to Earth Organic Catering
Blue Angel Vodka
Bobby G’s Pizzeria
Bogatín, Corman & Gold
Café Clem
Comal
Cyprus
Darling Flower Shop
Distillery No. 209
ecoVINO Wines
Etc Catering
Four Seasons San Francisco
Gather Restaurant
Gecko Gecko
Green Waste Recycle Yard

Griottard Chocolate Company
Hotel Shattuck Plaza
IZZE Sparkling Juice Company
Kevin Berne Images
La Note
Latham & Watkins, LLP
Left Coast Catering
Madécasse
Match Vineyards
Meyer Sound
Mint Leaf
Mt. Brave Wines
Patricia Motzkin Architecture
Phil’s Sliders
Picante
Quady Winery
Revival Bar + Kitchen
Ricola USA

Spy Valley Wines
St. George Spirits
Staglin Family Vineyard
Sweet Adeline
Tres Agaves
Venus Restaurant
Zut! on 4th

Hotel Shattuck Plaza is the official hotel of Berkeley Rep.

Pro-bono legal services are generously provided by Latham & Watkins, LLP.

**TARGET.**

**FIDELITY.**

**BART.**

**WELLS FARGO.**

**AMERICAN EXPRESS.**

**CHASE.**

**FIVE.**

**Peets Coffee & Tea.**

**SEMI FREDDI’S.**
Great theatre is made possible by the generosity of our community. We gratefully acknowledge the following contributors to Berkeley Rep, who champion the Theatre's artistic and outreach programs. To make your gift and join this distinguished group, visit berkeleyrep.org/give or call 510 647-2906.

CONTRIBUTORS
donors to the annual fund

SEASON PRODUCERS
$50,000 & UP
Wayne Jordan & Quinn Delaney
Marjorie Randolph
Jack & Betty Schaefer
The Strauch Kulhanian Family

EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS
$25,000–49,999
Rena Branstenn
Martha Ehmann Conte
Thalia Darwiek
Bill Falk & Diana Cohen
Kerry Francis & John Jimerson
Mary & Nicholas Graves
Francis Hellman & Warren Breslau
John & Helen Meyer
Pam & Mitch Nichter
Dr. & Mrs. Philip D. Schild
Jean & Michael Strusinsky
Guy Tiphane
Gail & Arne Wagner

PRODUCERS
$12,000–24,999
David & Vicki Cox
Robin & Rich Edwards
Virginia & Timothy Foo
Jill & Steve Fuguro
Bruce Golden & Michelle Mercer
Jack Klingelhofer
Dugan Moore
Patricia Sakai & Richard Shapiro
Joan Sarnat & David Hoffman
Michael & Sue Steinberg
Anne & Paul Wattis

ASSOCIATE PRODUCERS
$6,000 – 11,999
Anonymous (3)
The Alafi Family Foundation
Shelley & Jonathan Bagg
Barbara & Gerson Bakar
Carole B. Berg

Kimo & Kerry Campbell
Stephen K. Cassidy & Rebecca L. Powlan
Robert Council & Ann Parks-Council
Oz Erickson & Rina Alcalay
William Espey & Margaret Hart Edwards
John & Carol Field
Kristina Flanagan
David & Vicki Fleschhacker
Paul T. Friedman
Scott & Sherry Haber
Doug & Leni Herst
Ms. Wendy E. Jordan
Jane & Jack Knox
Wanda Kownacki
Ted & Carolie Krumsaid
Randy Laroche & David Laudon
Zandra Faye LeDuff
Dixon Long
Dale & Don Marshall
Sandra & Ross McCandless
Martin & Janis McNair
Stephanie Mendel
Steven & Patrece Mills

Mary Ann & Lou Peoples
Peter Pevrewa & Georgia Cassel
Kaye & Randy Rosso
Pat Rougeau
Jack & Valerie Rowe
Richard A. Rubin & H. Marcia Smolens
Deborah Dashow Ruth
Jodi Schiller & Ben Douglass
Liliane & Ed Schneider
Emily Shanks
Pat & Merrill Shanks
Sally Smith & Don Burns
Keren Stevens & Bill McClave
Patricia Tanoury
Tides Foundation, recommended by an anonymous donor advised fund
Saul Zaentz

LEGEND
in-kind gift
matching gift

PRODUCERS
$1,500–2,999
Anonymous (3)
Jim & Ginger Andrascik
Pat Angell, in memory of Gene Angell
Ross E. Armstrong
Martina & Bruce Atwater
Nina Auerbach
Jane & Bill Bardin
Bekky & Jeff Bleich
Caroline Booth
Linda Brandenburg
Broitman-Basili Family
Thomas & Tse'choa Bruce
Lyne Carmichael
The Chetlin Family
Andrew Combos
The Connerama Fund
Julie Harkness Cooke
John & Stephanie Dains
Ilana DeBare & Sam Schuchat
Becky Draper
Merle & Michael Fajans
Cynthia A. Farner
Tracye & Mark Feron
Lisa & Dave Finer
Linda Jo Fitz
Frannie Fleschhacker
Herb & Marianne Friedman
James Gala
Karl & Kathleen Geier
Dennis & Susan Johann Gilardi
Marjorie Ginsburg & Howard Slyter
Daniel & Hilary B. Goldstine

Riva Rubnitz
Gail B. Russ
Beth & David Sawi
Shelba Wishek
Steven & Linda Wolan
Sally Woolsey
Felicia Woytak & Steve Rasmussen

Donors to the annual fund

DONOR CIRCLE
PRESIDENTS
$1,000–5,999
Anonymous (3)
Edith Barschi
Neil & Gene Barth
Valerie Barth & Peter Wiley
Stephen Belford & Bobby Minkler
Judy Belk
Drs. Don & Carol Anne Brown
Tracey Brown & Greg Holland
C. William Byrne
Jennifer Chaisen & Sam Hamilton
Susan Chamberlin
Earl T. Cohen & Heidi M. Shale
Karen & David Crommie
Ed Cullen & Ann O’Connor
Richard & Anita Davis
Lois M. De Domenico
Delia Fleschhacker Ehrlich
Nancy & Jerry Falk
Ann & Shawn Fischer Hecht
Earl & Bonnie Hamlin
James C. Hormel
Kathleen & Chris Jackson
Anne Kasul
Robert Kelling
Duke & Daisy Kiehn
Lynn Eve Komaromi
Leonard Merrill Kurz
Suzanne Lafetra
Nancy & George Leitmann
Peter & Melanie Maier
Charlotte & Adolph Martineill
Susan Medak & Greg Murphy
Eddie & Amy Orton
Sandi & Dick Pantages
David Pratt
Len & Barbara Rand
Ivy & Leigh Robinson
David S. H. Rosenthal & Vicky Reich
Howard S. Rowen & Ryan C. Reeder
UBS Financial Services
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We gratefully recognize the following members of the Annual Fund whose contributions were received in July and August 2012.

**FRIENDS**

$75–149

Anonymous (2) · Dale Barnes · Terrace
Carrall · William Chabody · Betty Chaves · Bonnie McKellar · Linda Kirk · Fred & Jim Helman · Donald E. Hershman MD · Ian Irwin & Carol Kiparisky · Melissa Yamura · The Jenkins Family · Bob & Sylvia Jones · Pauline Jue · Mike & Sarah Little · Jeanne Milligan · Sue Morgan & Don Braden · Robin Olivier · Barbara Pereira · Judith Readman · Elizabeth T. Shun · Jan & Len Smith · Tommaso Torelli

**PATRONS**

$1–74

Anonymous · Leslie Alden · David Applen · Alpha Banks · Ann A. Binning · Barbara Jo Broer · Robert & Karen Cabrera · Clifford Cameron · JaredQ

**CONTRIBUTORS**

$150–249

Anonymous · John & Kaaren Antoun · Jeffery & Mara Fikes · Marsha Weintraub & Stuart Heilman

**PLAYRIGHTS**

$1,000–1,499

Anonymous (6) · Donald & Margaret Alter · David Beerly & Norman Abramson · Julian Betwee · Dr. & Mrs. Gerald & Carol Block · Jennifer & Brad Bowers · Maria Cardamone · Naveen Chandra · Ed & Lisa Chilton · Richard & Linea Christensen · Constance Crawford · Barbara & Tim Daniels · Ann Doerr · Corinne & Mike Doyle · David & Monika Ensenbudy · Cary & Helen FitzGerald · Thomas & Sharon Francis · Christopher R. Frostad · Phillys & Eugene Gottfried · Geoffrey & Marrn-Shawn Haynes · Garrett & Ruth Hill · Elaine Hitchcock · Bill Hoffmann & Robbie Wellling · Paula Hughmanick & Steven Berger · Lynda & Dr. J. Pearce Hurley · Harold & Lynn Isbitt · Helmut H. Kapczynski & Colleen Neff · William & Adam Langston · Andrew M. Leavitt & Catherine C. Lewis · Eileen & Jay Love · Laurentius Marais & Susan Hendre-Marais · John E. Matthews · Erin McCune & Nicholas Virmme · John G. McGhee · Kirk McKusick & Eric Allen · Dan Miller · Patricia Motzkin & Richard Feldman · Margo Murray · Herbert & Sonida Napelli · Claire Noonan & Peter Lindsberiger · Richard Ostteicher & Robert Slesman · Ken & Dorothy Paige · Stephen E. Palmer · Lucas Reiner & Maud Winchester · Susan Rosin & Brian Bock · Randee & Joseph Seiger · Neal Shorstein, MD & Christopher Doane · Kim Silva · George & Camilla Smith · Annie Sterzel · Tim Stevenson & David Lincoln King · Pete & Judy Thompson · Lee Yearly & Sally G assess · Stan Zak · The Zeiger Family, in memory of Phyllis Sagle

**ACTORS**

$500–999

Anonymous (9) · Bob & Evelyn Apte · Steven & Barbara Aurum-Val · David Balabanian · Barbara Jones Bambale · Massey J. Bambara · Lesley & Jack Batson · Don & Gerry Beers · Jonathan Berk & Rebecca Schwartz · Robert Berman & Jane Ginsburg · Dr. Kevin & Mrs. Riva Bobrowsky · Claudia Bravo & Alan R. Silverman · Marilyn Bray · Ellen S. Buchen · Rike & Klaus Burmeister · Robert & Janet Campbell · Robert & Margaret Card · Ronnie Caplan · Charles & Kristine Cardall · Bruce Carlton · Paul Carolla · Paula Champagne & David Watson · Patty Chin · Dennis Cohen & Deborah Robinson · Blair D · Robert Cooper · Coyer · James Cuthbertson · Robert & Loni Dantler · Pat & Steve Davis · Francine & Beppe Di Palma · Dan Dougherty · Dns · Nancy Ebbert & Adam Rochmes · Jeanne E. Ebert · Anita C. Ebile · Burton Peak Edwards · Lynne Dal Poggetto · Michael Ehrenzwieg · Cate & Paul Eldering · Roger & Jane Emanuel · Bill & Susan Epstein ·

**MEMORIAL AND TRIBUTE GIFTS**

The following members of the Berkeley Rep community made gifts in memory and in honor of friends, colleagues, and loved ones from September 2011 to September 2012.

We are pleased to recognize first-time donors to Berkeley Rep, whose names appear in italics.
Named funds
The Dale Elliot Fund
The Bret C. Harte Young Directors Fund
The Jan & Howard Oringer Outreach Coordinator Position
The Bernard Osher Foundation New Play Development Program
The Peter F. Sloss Dramaturgy & Literary Fellowship Fund
The Strauch Kulhanjian Artistic Innovation Fund
The Harry Weininger Sound Fellowship Fund

We acknowledge the following donors for their generous support of the 40th Anniversary Campaign:

INVESTORS CIRCLE
Anonymous
Wayne Jordan & Quinn Delaney
The Bernard Osher Foundation
The Strauch Kulhanjian Family

SEASON PRODUCERS CIRCLE
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation
Ira & Leonore Gershwin Philanthropic Fund
Marjorie Randolph
Jean & Michael Strunksy

PRODUCERS CIRCLE
Anonymous
S.D. Bechtel, Jr. Foundation
David & Vicki Cox
Walter & Elise Haas Fund
Rick Hoskins & Lynne Frame
The James Irvine Foundation
John & Helen Meyer
Jan & Howard Oringer
Joan Sarnat & David Hoffman
Betty & Jack S chafer
Felicia Woytak & Steve Rasmussen
Martin & Margaret Zankel

ASSOCIATE PRODUCERS CIRCLE
Shelley & Jonathan Bagg
Becky & Jeff Bleich
Thalia Dorwick
Robin & Rich Edwards
Bill Falk & Diana Cohen
Kerry Francis & John Jimerson
Mary & Nicholas Graves
The Hearst Foundation, Inc.
William & Flora Hewlett Foundation
Koret Foundation
Sarah McArthur & Michael LeVeally
Sandra & Ross McCandless
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Dugan Moore
Mary Ann & Louis Peoples
Peter Pervee & Georgiia Cassel
Richard A. Rubin & H. Marcia Smolens
Cynthia & William Schiff
Michael & Sue Steinberg
The Harold & Mimi Steinberg
Charitable Trust
Guy Tiphane
Wayne & Gladys Valley Foundation

PRESIDENTS CIRCLE
American Express Philanthropic Foundation
Ken & Joni Avery
Kimio Campbell
Jennifer Chalen & Sam Hamilton
William Espey & Margaret Hart Edwards
David & Vicki Fleshacker, in memory of Peter Sloss
Scott & Sherry Haber
Julie Matlof Kennedy & Patrick Kennedy
Wanda Kownacki
Carole & Ted Krumland
Dixon Long
David & Connie Lowe
Dale & Don Marshall
Eddie & Amy Orton
Beth & David Sawi

DIRECTORS CIRCLE
Rena Branst
John & Carol Field
Sumen Medak & Greg Murphy
Len & Barbara Rand
Stephen & Cindy Snow
The Tournesol Project
Anne & Gail Wagner
Woodlawn Foundation

PLAYWRIGHTS CIRCLE
Anonymous (2)
Stephen K. Cassidy
Mel & Hella Cheitlin
East Bay Community Foundation
Kristina Flanagan
Tom Hanks & Rita Wilson
Bob & Linda Harris
Roger & Silvija Hoag
Patrick & Holly O’Dea
Patricia Sakai & Richard Shapiro
Kae Skeels
Douglas Tilden
Wells Fargo Foundation

We thank these additional donors for their support of the 40th Anniversary Campaign:
Anonymous (3)
Pat Angel in memory of Gene Angell
Susan & Barry Baskin
Alvin Baum
Harry & Suzie Blount
Lynne Carmichael
Kristin Carpenter
Susan Chamberlin
Harry & Susan Dennis
Alex Edwards
Enteink Foundation
Cynthia A Farner
Steven, Jill, & Kevin Fuguro
Mary Hamilton
Earl & Bonnie Hamlin
Harlan & Joanne Heydon
Deborah & David Kirshman
Jack Klinehofer
Lynn Eve Komaromi
Zandra Faye LeDuff
Nancy & George Leitmann
Ellen & Barry Levine
George L. Lythcott, III
Neil & Leah Mac Neil
Helen Marcus & David Williamson
Miles & Mary Ellen McKey
Ron Nakayama
Barbara & Pier Oddone
Judith & Richard Oken
Regina Phelps
Aaron Phillips
James & Maxine Risley
Barbara & Richard Rosenberg
Sarlo Foundation of the Jewish Community Endowment Fund,
in honor of Rebecca Martinez
Dr. & Mrs. Philip D. Schild
Sherry & David Smith
Mr. Leon Van Steen
Dave Wedding Dress
Julie M. Weinstein
Alexis Wong

To learn more about the 40th Anniversary Campaign, contact Lynn Eve Komaromi,
Director of Development, at 510 647-2903 or lynneve@berkeleyrep.org.
**Artistic Director**
Tony Taccone

**Managing Director**
Susan Medak

**General Manager**
Karen Racanelli

---

**Artistic**
- Artistic Associate & Casting Director: Amy Potozkin
- Artistic Associate: Mina Morita
- Director, The Ground Floor/Resident Dramaturg: Madeleine Oldham

**Literary Associate**
- Julie McCormick

**Theatre Communications Group/Visting Artistic Associate**
- Maureen Towey

**Production**
- Production Manager: Tom Pearl
- Associate Production Manager: Amanda Williams O’Stein
- Company Manager: Megan Wygant

**Stage Management**
- Production Stage Manager: Michael Suenkel
- Stage Manager: Kimberly Mark Webb
- Assistant Stage Manager: Leslie M. Radin
- Production Assistants: Megan Mclintock, Amanda Warner

**Stage Operations**
- Stage Supervisor: Julia Englehorn

**Properties**
- Properties Manager: Ashley Dawn
- Assistant Properties Managers: Greta Grazier, Jillian A. Green

**Scene Shop**
- Technical Director: Jim Smith
- Assistant Technical Director: Colin Babcock
- Shop Foreman: Sam McKnight
- Carpenters: E.T. Hazzard
- Jamaica Montgomery-Glenn

**Scenic Art**
- Charge Scenic Artist: Lisa Lazär

**Costumes**
- Costume Director: Maggi Yule
- Draper: Kitty Muntzel
- Tailor: Kathy Kellner Griffith
- First Hand: Janet Conery
- Wardrobe Supervisor: Barbara Blair
- Assistant Costume Designer: Amy Bobeda

**Staging**
- Sound: Sound Engineer: Angela Don

**Administration**
- Controller: Suzanne Pettigrew
- Director of Technology: Gustav Davila
- Associate Managing Director/Manager, The Ground Floor: Karena Fiorenza Ingersoll
- Executive Assistant: Andrew Suskind
- Bookkeeper: Kristine Taylor
- Associate General Manager/HR Resources Manager: David Loresen
- Human Resources Consultant: Laurel Leichter
- Database Manager: Diana Amezquita

**Development**
- Director of Development: Lynn Eve Komaromi
- Associate Director of Development: Darla Hepps
- Director of Individual Giving: Laura Fichtenberg
- Senior Campaign Manager: Amber Jo Manuel
- Institutional Grants Manager: Bethany Herrron
- Special Events Manager: Lily Yang
- Individual Giving Associate: Sarah Nowicki
- Development Database Coordinator: Jane Voytek
- Development Associate: Beryl Baker

**Patron Services**
- Patron Services Manager: Katrena Jackson
- House Manager: Debra Selman

**Concessions**

**Usher Coordinators**
- Nelson & Marilyn Goodman

**Box Office**
- Ticket Services Director: Christine Bone
- Subscription Manager: Laurie Barnes
- Box Office Supervisor: Terry Goulette
- Box Office Agents: Amy Bobeda - Christina Cone - Alisha Ehrlich - Luisa Frasconi - Eliza Oakley - Tom Toro - Amanda Warner

**Marketing & Communications**
- Director of Marketing & Communications: Robert Sweibel
- Public Relations / Associate Director of Marketing & Communications: Terence Kearne
- Art Director: Cheshire Issacs
- Video & Multimedia Producer: Pauline Luscher
- Communications Manager: Karen McKeVitt
- Marketing Manager: Kyle Sirucus
- Audience Development Manager: Cara Turley
- Webmaster: Christina Cone
- Program Advertising: Ellen Felker

**Operations**
- Facilities Director: Emiel Koehler
- Facilities Coordinator: Lauren Shorofsky
- Building Engineer: Thomas Tran
- Maintenance Technician: Johnny Van Chang
- Facilities Assistants: Kevin Barry - Sonny Hudson - Sophie Li - Carlos Mendoza

---

**Berkeley Rep School of Theatre**
- Director of the School of Theatre: Rachel L. Fink
- Associate Director: MaryBeth Cavanaugh
- Jan & Howard Gringer Outreach Coordinator: Dave Maier
- Community Programs Manager: Benjamin Hanna
- School Administrator: Cassie Newman
- Registrar: Katie Riemann
- Faculty:
  - Cynthia Basham - Erica Blue - Rebecca Castelli - Sally Clawson - Laura Derry - Deborah Eubanks - Nancy Gold - Gary Graves - Marvin Greene - Chrissy Hoffman - Ben Johnson - Ken Keller - Devon LaBelle - Laura Lowry - Dave Maier - Patricia Miller - Michael Navarra - Peter Sinn Nachtrieb - Madeleine Oldham - Robert Parsons - Slater Penney - Lisa Anne Porter - Diane Rachel - Elise Shafarman - Rebecca Stockley - Bruce Williams

**Outreach Teaching Artists**

**Teacher Advisory Council**

**Docent Committee**
- Thalia Dorwick, Chair
- Matty Bloom, Co-Chair
- Charlotte Martinelli, Co-Chair

**The White Snake Docents**
- Joy Lancaster, Lead docent
- Ed Cullen
- Nancy Fenton
- Sandy Greenberg
- Dee Kersh
- Rhea Joyce Rubin
- David Tabb

---

**Berkeley Rep Fellowships**
- Company/Theatre Management Fellow: Leah Barish
- Costume Fellow: Timothy Bruno
- Development Fellow: Jamie McClave
- Education Fellows: Ashley Cleveland, Amanda Spector
- Graphic Design Fellow: Mary Kay Hickox
- Harry Weininger Sound Fellow: Emily Fassler
- Lighting / Electrics Fellow: Anthony Jannuzzi
- Marketing & Communications Fellow: Jacob Marx Rice
- Peter F. Sloss Literary / Dramaturgy Fellow: Nora Sarena Casey
- Production Management Fellow: Road Tuddenham
- Properties Fellow: Ann Vollrath
- Scenic Construction Fellow: Ali DINeon
- Stage Management Fellow: Rachel London

---

**Affiliations**
The director and choreographer are members of the Society of Stage Directors and Choreographers, Inc., an independent national labor union. The Scenic, Costume, Lighting, and Sound Designers in Theatre are represented by United Scenic Artists Local 829, IA Stage.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Marjorie Randolph
PRESIDENT

Thalia Dorwick, PhD
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Helen Meyer
VICE PRESIDENT

Richard Shapiro
VICE PRESIDENT

Emily Shanks
TREASURER

Scott R. Haber
SECRETARY

Roger A. Strauch
CHAIR, TRUSTEES COMMITTEE

Pamela Nichter
CHAIR, AUDIT COMMITTEE

PAST PRESIDENTS
Helen C. Barber
A. George Battle
Carole B. Berg
Robert W. Burt
Shih-Tso Chen
Narsai M. David
Nicholas M. Graves
Richard F. Hoskins
Jean Knox
Robert M. Oliver
Harlan M. Richter
Richard A. Rubin
Edwin C. Shiver
Roger A. Strauch
Warren Widener
Martin Zankel

BOARD MEMBERS
Carrie Avery
Steve Buster
Martha Ehmann Conte
Robin Edwards
William T. Espey
William Falik
Lisa Finner
David Fleishhacker
Kerry L. Francis
Paul T. Friedman
Jill Fugaro
David Hoffman, PhD
Carole S. Krumland
Dale Rogers Marshall
Julie M. McCray
Susan Medak
Jack Schafer
Jean Z. Strunsky
Tony Taccone

SUSTAINING ADVISORS
Carole B. Berg
Rena Bransten
Stephen K. Cassidy
Diana J. Cohen
John Field
Nicholas M. Graves
Richard F. Hoskins
Sandra R. McCandless
Dugan Moore
Pat Rougeau
Patricia Sakai
Michael Steinberg
Michael Strunsky
Felicia Woytak
Martin Zankel

Founding Director Michael W. Leibert
Producing Director, 1968–83

The arts come alive at college prep!

open house
Sunday, November 11
Saturday, December 1

Please reserve your space by calling
510.652.4364 or visiting
college-prep.org/openhouse.
The College Preparatory School Oakland, CA

FAMILY LAW
Proud to support
Berkeley Rep

PERSONAL ATTENTION

THOUGHTFUL LITIGATION

FINAL RESOLUTION

“Our goal is to preserve
our client’s dignity
and humanity.”
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Latecomers
Please arrive on time. There is no late seating, except at the discretion of the house manager.

Connect with us online!
Visit our website berkeleyrep.org
You can buy tickets and plan your visit, read our blog, watch video, sign up for classes, donate to the Theatre, and explore Berkeley Rep.

facebook.com/berkeleyrep
foursquare.com/berkeleyrep
@berkeleyrep
yelp.com/berkeleyrep

We're mobile!
Download our free iPhone or Google Play app — or visit our mobile site — to buy tickets, read the buzz, watch video, and plan your visit.

Considerations
No food or glassware in the house
Beverages in cans, bottles, or cups with lids are allowed.
Please keep perfume to a minimum
Many patrons are sensitive to the use of perfumes and other scents.
Recycle and compost your waste
Help us be more green by using the recycling and compost containers found throughout the Theatre.
Phones / electronics / recordings
Please make sure your cell phone, pager, or watch alarm will not beep. Doctors may check pagers with the house manager and give seat location for messages. Use of recording equipment or taking of photographs in the theatre is strictly prohibited.
Please do not touch the set or props
You are welcome to take a closer look at the set, but please don’t step onto the stage. Some of the props can be fragile, and are placed precisely.
No children under 7
Many Berkeley Rep productions are unsuitable for young children. Please inquire before bringing children to the Theatre. No babes in arms.

Theatre info
Emergency exits
Please note the nearest exit. In an emergency, walk — do not run — to the nearest exit.
Accessibility
Both theatres offer wheelchair seating and special services for those with vision- or hearing-impairment. Infrared listening devices are available at no charge in both theatre lobbies. Audio descriptions are available in the box office; please request these materials at least two days in advance of your performance date.

Educators
Bring Berkeley Rep to your school! Call the School of Theatre at 510 647-2972 for information about free and low-cost workshops for elementary, middle, and high schools. Call Cari Turley at 510 647-2918 for $10 student-matinee tickets. Call the box office at 510 647-2949 for information on discounted subscriptions for preschool and K–12 educators.

Ticket exchange
Only subscribers may exchange their tickets for another performance of the same show. Exchanges can be made online until midnight (or 7pm by phone) the day preceding the scheduled performance. Exchanges are made on a seat-available basis.

Request information
To request mailings or change your address, write to Berkeley Rep, 2025 Addison Street, Berkeley, CA 94704; call 510 647-2949; email info@berkeleyrep.org; or click berkeleyrep.org/joinourlist. If you use Gmail, Yahoo, or other online email accounts, please authorize patronreply@berkeleyrep.org.

Tickets/box office
Box office hours: noon–7pm, Tue–Sun
Call 510 647-2949
Click berkeleyrep.org anytime
Fax: 510 647-2975

Under 30? Half-price advance tickets!
For anyone under the age of 30, based on availability. Proof of age required. Some restrictions apply.

Senior/student rush
Full-time students and seniors 65+ save $10 on sections A and B. One ticket per ID, one hour before showtime. Proof of eligibility required. Subject to availability.

Group tickets
Bring 10–14 people and save $5 per ticket; bring 15 or more and save 20%. And we waive the service charge.

Entourage tickets
If you can bring at least 10 people, we’ll give you a code for 20% off tickets to up to five performance dates. Learn more at berkeleyrep.org/entourage.

Student matinee
Tickets are just $10 each. Learn more at berkeleyrep.org/studentmatinee.

For group, Entourage, and student matinee tickets, contact Cari Turley at cturley@berkeleyrep.org or 510 647-2918.
Sorry, we can’t give refunds or offer retroactive discounts.

Theatre store
Berkeley Rep merchandise and show-related books are available in the Hoag Theatre Store in the Roda Theatre and our kiosk in the Thrust Stage lobby.
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Consider the Pregnant Pause

That delicious moment of anticipation. We savor it, waiting, waiting, waiting for the slap of a shiny, fresh thought.

Berkeley Rep
leave a little different

It's ambitious, but we're trying to change the world, one play at a time. To help, visit berkeleyrep.org/consider
Meet Dorothy Mayers, resident, educator, and photographer. Her passion is taking the perfect picture. Her life is wonderfully framed by friends, family, and a vibrant, independent way of living. If every picture tells a story, Dorothy’s writing her next, best chapter at St. Paul’s Towers. To learn more, or for your personal visit, please call 510.891.8542.

Irwin and Dorothy Mayers, joined in 2005

St. Paul’s Towers
Making you feel right, at home.